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PADUCAH, KY., SATURDAY MORNING, MARCH 17,
1906.

VOL 22, NO. 272

40ARD OF WORKSIFOLLOWED
NASHVILLE PHYSICIAN. ARRESTED, LITIGATION,
NEW 'COLLEGE
HUSBAND CHARGED WITH THE MURDER
_
Held a Special Session Yes!NOW CLOSED Methodist Institution For
terday Afternoon.
Central Sonthern City
OF MRS, ROSA MANCRUM
MRS. HENRY WILLIAMS PASS:2D t_WAY AT LIA122.\C

DETAILED REPORT FOR
STREET

.e'

YESTERDAY.

SMALL "
mi ON
CAUSES MUTIPLICITY OF
SUITS.-

CLEANING,

•

CONFERENCE AT:NASTMLLE
HAS
NOW
ADJOURNED.

Nashville, Tenn., March 16.—One Feist iu, confident he
can show a
of
the biggest sensations of years clear title to innocence.
Matter was Finally Squared Off YesStreet
%winkling
in the criminal history of Nashville
rend, of Heart Trouble at His
Arrest Made..
Female
terday by Dr. Pettit Bearing
District Is Left to Board
College
was the arrest his morning (if Dr.
That
Will
•
It was shortly before 10 o'clock
'I
Store Here.
J. Herman Feist on the charge of where officer
Rival
Part
and
s
Vassa
of Witerles.
Mr. Holt the Reappeared in Dr. Feist's
r
Or
murdering Mrs. Rosa Mangrum. The office
in the Wilcox building and inarrest was
made by Detectives formed him
mainder.
he was under arrest on
With deep regret will it be lamed Sidebottom, Irwin and Dowd
on a a state warrant. Dr. Feist accep
PERMISSION ASKED
ted
by many friends that Mrrs. Henry warrant sworn out before Justic
e R. the situatioa quietly and went
with
Williams passed away
yeste
rday
R.
Caldw
ell
by
C.
4121.
Mason
.
There was yesterday equared off BUILDINGS WILL COST
Mrs
FOR UNDERGROUND WIRES after
them to the police station, where the
noon at 5 o'clock at her home Mancrum's brother.
Dr. Feist was arrest was registered.
the
suit of James P. Holt against
He was then
in the Massac section of the county. at once taken to Justice
H.ALF MILLION DOLLARS
Caldwell's taken before whom the warra
nt had Dr. Edward J. Pettit, and by this
By her dissolution that residence office.
Yesterday afternoon ,at the, joint was robbed of both
been sworn out shortly before the there
closes a long string of litigafather and
i 7!
It will be remembered that Mrs. arrest
was made.
meeting between the street cons- mother by the hand of cruel fate Rosa
the project 'now on foot
tion
or Mrs. J. 0. Mangrum mysarisin
g
over
..
purch
ase
of
.pr
opby the
Mr. A. G. Rutherford, one of Dr.
mittee of the city legislative boards within two months, as Mr. Williams teriously disappeared
from Nashville Feist's attorneys, came
erty by R. G. Caldwell from the representatives 'from the 'Methodist
at
once
to
confe
and the board of public works there passed away January 22nd.
rence
s is carried through the
on the night of December lie last the
office and entered into a consul- West End Improvement compan) central
Mrs. Williams has been ailing and that some twent
Southern portion of
was taken up the question of the
y days later her tation with the prisoner.
the
Gen. Rob- several years -ago.
ith paralysis for several years, but body was found floati
United States -will be put hi
ng in the Ohio ert Vaughn and A. T. Levin
City, creating its own street cleaning
possescame
e
managed to get about, although quite river at Cairo, Ill.
The West End Improvement com- sion of onc of the' finest and most
The remains were in later and K. T. McConnico
department for the purpose of keep- jeeble. Her husband's death
was pany sold a. strip of,groun
during positively identified in many .differd ,ors Weft progreseive female colleges ever insummoned:after the attorneys had
ing cleaned the public thoroughfares. January though, was quite
Broadway to K. G. Caldwell fo'r a stitutLid. Ti.inge to this end are very
a blow ent ways and since then the Nashbeen in
After:. talking over the question the to her, taking to
consultation for a short
her bed, timer she ville detectives and other officers, the
.with under:. enceitraging, also,. and prospects are
street committee requested the board remained until carrie
d away by the relatives and friends of the deceased
sta:
tio.t if tli: purchaser did for.a.ov:cessful culmination of the
pi works to frame up a detailed re- Reaper's scyth
:Prisoner Unmoved.
e that ended bis life. have been working diligently to
not
up
a certain kjiut of build- widespread movtinent.
unport to be gone over hereafter by
If Dryeist experienCed any' markMrs. Williams was sixty-five years ravel the mystery that has
Rey. T. J. Newell, who is the
ing
on tioi prod:rty
surround- r1 chagatin or dejection
e speciAlm bodies, showing what tipper- of age and
•
over his ar- fied time, he- was.
official represeentative, of the
born in' Metropolis, Ill.. ed the death of Mrs. Mangr
to
Mempay the Imam.
"s&hIsi sons needed to keep cleaned hut marrying quite
rest hedid not' manifest it to any
phis
confe
rene,
has
young
prove
she
returned from
and
ment eompany something Bk.,
Different clues have been unearth- or
rly the improved streets over
the trowd around the office. lie
her husband located in the Massac ed from time- to time,
'$rso additioal. R. G. Caldwell did-)Nashville, Tuin.,
t
s ttepded
thi cit
but until re- walked !` around the room
At present the muricipality
the gathering liet4 bbietFirt and
section of this county shortly after cently those who are
with a tiot put up thisbuilding
ha* on
prosecuting the nonchal4nt air,
within
a sweeper or two, several
the delegates
occasionally smilin-g tone, and
from other
ceierences.
thereby forfeited the $i%
carts and, sprinklers, hut it will take the war, and ever afterwards made ,ease did not believe they had suffici- when talking
to
friend
it
their
s.
His
home.
hands
to secure which S. B. Caldwell re- They remained in:session ior several
ent evidence to warrant an aercst.
considerable additional 'outfit. Now
apparenfly'_stead and at, outsider
She was one of the noblest ladies Relatives of the
tained a lien on the property. R -days at the Methodist puhlishing
the work itt dope' by contract with
dead woman, it wa .would Cledly - have
taken
him
ot
count
the
for
y and had a host of known, had all along suspe
G. Caldwell then sold the property house there, and things assumed deprivate parties,. .
cted Dr. the. mot 'that was accused
qnite form, from whence it is beof corn- to Dr. Pettit. who did n....
On the sprinkling district proposi- fitends here in the city why deeply Feiet, and as the various details of
Ot know_ the lieved the institution
ruitti
ngione
of
the
grave
'deplo
st
crime
will spring.
re
s
her
in lien existed. The druggist
sad end. She is seirviv- the case
tion Wag .brought ...tip the board pf
were worked out this this section
sold it . Dr. Newell. has beeh chose
of the country.
n by the
Dr. James P. Holt, who in turn
works Was asked to pick out the. ed by two children, Messrs. John suspicion became more deep-rooted.
4,Id to Memphis ceinfierence, while represenFeist- spent sometime in consultation
streets to be included in the district, and Robert Williams of this city,
Mrs. Ella Havrink, none knowing of
The tip is given that some sur- with
tatives were at Nashville from. the
hicattorneys and the prosecutand make report pf them to the the former being the well known prises will be sprunk that will startle
the lien. The West End Improve- following
or,
additional
ker.
Chest
conferences:
er
Mason
B.
Rowla
,
and the ment company then
ndtownt grocer. Iler husband the city. Soon
council and aldermen for adoption.,
after the body of detectivas making
last year sued 'Kentucky,
Louisville,
Tennessee,
the arrest also con- Mrs. Hayrick
In doing this wof tlboàrdafwbrks was standing in his store at Massae Mangrum was found in
for the lien and 'got Holsten of Viegitiii,..forth Alabama.
the
Ohio
stilted
with
Assist
ant
Janua
Attorney F. judgment. She then
ry 22nd, when suddenly he fell river the name
will select what
* Er ti : to be
of Dr. Feist was M. Bail;
sued Mr.. Holt
sprinkled, regular'!, and then if they over dead with heart trouble.
and recovered, while Mr. Holt sued W
whispered about the city. The rumor
Nohritthe river.
NistsissT
These
iplip' 'conf
After
-Confeerenc
ren7e
R es
ki'
a
s repha
l
been
'-j.
This afternoon at 2 o'clock the of such suspic
discussed at Ito Pettit and got -judg
are confirmed fry the legislative
ion was not long in tome length, Justic
ment for the resent the following s atates: Arkansas,
e Caldwell held lien the druggi
authorities an extra aeeessment of faneral services will be conducted by reaching the
st knew nothing of Mississippi, Tennessee,
ears of the Nashville 'that under a
Kentucky,
state law the defendant, The druggi
fwe cents for every Stoma worth of Rev. McGee, and be followed with physician, and
st
yeste
ha
rday squared off Airginie and Alabama.
is
said
to
have
;f he made application to hear., eviabutting property will be made to interment in the .NLassac cemetery. appro
the matter by paying $78 of the lien,
ached counsel soon therafter dence
These conferences t have selected
in order to ascertain whether
defray expense of the sprinkling.
where she will be interred beside her with a view of
while Mr. Holt. pays the remainder. mini:
emplo
o s upon their
ying
educational
legal
aid
The independent telephone com- late lamented husband.
should he need it. it is said Dr.
boar
to take charge of this ques(Continued op Pag Five.)
pany asked the board for permission
tion and see what can be dens. Now
so put underground its wires on Kenthis session was that at Nashville,
tacky avenue between Fifth and
and
awing the session the divines
Ninth streets, like it has done under
decided that they would do nothing
either Unproved thoroughfares of this
towards selecting the c.ity wherein
City. An 'agreement is to be drawn
up by tile city solicitor with the tele- SHE TOOK ON A
BIG JAG
(Continuer on Page Eight.)
phone people, who guarantee to put
THAT RAISED LOT OF
back the streets when they finish
C. 0. }WERTZ WILL NOT RE. RACKET.
(Caratinaed on Page Five.)
TURN UNTIL MONDAY
The passengers and Craw on the
1 trestle that stands seventy five feet
Illinois Central passenger train that up above
AFTER IPMET.
the deep ravine, the rails
There Was Yesterday Found Moth- should have
arrived here at to:35 suddenly tweed, an dfortunately let
COLONEL JAMES FLOURNOY
o'clock yesterday morning from Car- the engine d'rop right onto the cross
er of H. F. Osborne, Demented
ENTERTAINED NUMBER
bondale, Ill., by way of Brookport, ties inside the track., where it Stationman Fred Menaler Continues
Young Fellow Held at
ploughed along for about seventysurely drew a deep breath of relief
OP FRIENDS.
Hobbling Around Upon Crotches
five feet, tearing the ties as it went.
when their wrecked train came to
Corning.
It was regarded as the greatest mir—Cunningham's Smokehouse
a standstill on top of the seventyacle that the engine did not plung
e
five foot trestele over at Ozark, III.,
Chairman Murrell of Monunseot
ALTH6C0H LATE MUCH CAN
Burned.
to either one side or the other of
"Miss" Florence Greer, a 'culled without plunging headlong into the the track
and fall ov • into the deep
Fund Sold the Fine Buggy—
IIMI ACCOMPLISHED.
lady, is again in the toils of the po- deep ravine right underneath the ravine.
If it had de th and injury
lice who through force of habit structure. It was indeed a narrow would' have
Other Social Matters.
Instead of next Monday M. C. 0.
followed in the wake of
have to take charge of her every escape, and in fact miraculous that all.
Evertz, the acting city electrician
Paducah Should Be Great Vegetable once in a while, because she gets it did not result more seriously, and
The passenger and freight cars be- will not return until the Monday folbad, fast night Officers Dugan and carry several people to their oruel hind the engin
Colonel James Flournoy yest*rslar
e were pulled back to lowing, as it will not be decided unMarket for North.
Gotrrieux found her out about Ninth death below. 'As result of the ac- Ozark, while
the
wrecking crew of the aldermanic session next Thurs- at noon entertain a large crows of
cident
the
and Washington streets, in full postrains from that direction that division
went down, righted the day night whether his selection as his friends with an .eleltant Dutch
session of a good sized jag that was were 'delayed many hours in getting engine and
rebuil
dt the track and city electrician is to be confirmed lunch at Terrell's stable on Jefferson
Prospects art thot although not making much racket
in that vicinity. into this city, the passenger dee in trestle. This delaped all
traffic for and he given the permanent position. between Fourth and Fifth str:ets
much cam be accomplished this sea- She was put in her usual warm place at 3:3e o'clock yesterday afternoon many hOurs
, keeping the passenger He has gone to St. Louis but will Mary delicacies were served- and a
not getting here until 8 o'clock last trains
eon by the promoters of the Farm- in the City Hall bastile.
oat until the time mentioned come back one week from next Mon- An* tnn.e had at hands of this genial
evening.
and well known host.
Oay to assume the public place
last
ers' Institute, still there can be laid
night.
Breach of Peace.
here,
Ozark is about thirty miles over in
Considerable excitement was oc- if the council next Monday night,
the foundation for great results next :William Horto
Monument Fund.
n, white, was ar- Illinois, behindtirookport. It is right casioned among
st the passengers, and the aldermen
,Dr. D. C Murrell. chairman of the
the following
year. Despite It is late now, much rested by Officers Dugan and Sense at the steep Ozark mount
r
ain, up hut their fears were quickly allaye Thursday evening, confirm
his tem- Confederate monument committee,
d
good can be accomplished during the last evening on the charge of breach which the trains have to climb for whe nthey
porary appointment made by
found
every
thing
safe
and
Chief has sold to Judge R. T. Lightfoot for
seven miles in
getting over, the sound as regards the
approaching
summer, but not as of the peace.
Woods and thereby convert it
$150 the buggy and set of harness
horrib
le
ravine
grade
is
so steep _ and long.-in---'
_ _ _inso -a- permanent
_much-as-4- things- had - been -started
-hgesther-Leested.
enr
-bothwair-ttrmartrd
frig up many deep ravines and trestles botto
m with rock boulders weighThe money derived from sale of the
The article in yesterday's Register have
last fall and gradually prepared durto be crossed.
ing tons.
Hobbling on Crutches.
outfit was turne by the doctor ov-ir
located Mrs. Hattie Osborne, mothing the winter months.
Yesterday morning shortly after )
to Mks. Dr. Joseph Thompson to be
The derailed engine was left stander of H. F'. Osborne, the 22-year-old o'cloc
Stati
Everybody, both in the city and
k, theer was bowling along at ing right
onman Fred Menzler is still placed
to credit of the monument
young man
out in the middle of the hobbl
who is being held at a pretty good
ing around on crutches, com- fundt
clip of speed, the mix- trestle, and it
county, are taking a deep and encour- Corning,
tok much ingenuity ing down
Ark., by Sheriff Liddell ac- ed passenger
to the fire department
and freight train due and tedious care
aging interest in the work of making count the boy's demented condit
This swell.' the monument fund to
fo rthe wrecking
ion. In here from Carbondale
over that crew to get it back on the track house every few days, but it will over $soo, while it w ill gradually
Paducah a big center for vegetables, Mrs. Osborne resides at 1209
Jefhe a week or two before he
Marketing and truck gardening, and ferson street and on seeing yester division, at to:30 o'clock. Just as without the monster toppling over
resumes grow very fast before long as numer- the heavy engine struck
his duties, as his knee is very
the
assistance is coming
long
sore ous entertainments are being planned
the
side
of
the high structure.
from every day's piece, conferred with Detective
and stiff yet from the injuries cause for it, the first of
'source. The Register has advoc
which will be the
d
Moore
who
put
lip,
her
in communicaIll aammiloa,
ated
by getting thrown from the
the move off and on for months, tion with the Corning sherif
depart- kirmess by the Children of the Conf that
ment wagon several years ago
ond is pleased. like others, at see- had written to the sleuth to
when federacy.
look up
"Skeeter" ran away out about Oak
ing something definite accomplished the unfortunate young fellow
Marry at IgensPills.
's peoGrove cemetery.
•as a great field for results exists ple. The boy has been living
Assist
ant
City Engineer Robert
in St.
'here, as no more suitably located Louis where his mother thoug
Richardson has received word that
ht he
Fire Thursday afternoon late
des- last Sunday at Miemphis, Tenn., there
pity or county could exist for the still remained, but it proves he left
troyed the smokehouse to rear
'object.
of was united in marriage his brother,
a week or two ago without telling
"Uncle" Dan Cunningham's residence
11/411r. Catlett Richardson and Miss
Mr. Ed v Bonds, chairman of the his people here. Mrs. Osborne and
r‘t 424 Ohio street. Many hams
Fannie B. Stewart, two prominent
•enecutive committee has been work- daughter, Mrs. Oscar 'Boyer, lives
A fire which started last night at etitered
and
hundreds of dollars worth of hog jwle were destroyed
ra o'clock resulted in a loss of
but
the
resing on the project for five years, and here at the same
People of the Bluff City, where
young
number. They
about. paper. The fire got into this paper dence Sops saved.
the groom is a leading civil engineer,
is enthusiastic ove
rthe vigorous have arranged with the Corning peo- St,aoo.
and was badly &Winged by water.
like his brother here.
The fire started in the bottling
'manner in which things are starting ple to look after the young
It has sot interfecired with the Sun
man.
Paducah Girl.
room
The Memphis, Tenn., papers say
of
Edwards' saloon and spread a it did not get into
-off. Yesterday in speaking of what
the mechanical
Mils; Lucile Blackard, the charming that Miss Millie
to the Sun Publishing office, which
Nothing Doing.
D. Powell of Paducould be done, he said:
eapartmenk..
daughter of Dr. and' Mrs. J. W. cah, and Mr. Luthe
suffered the greatest loss.
r Newhouse of
"The
enthusiasm and interest
Paxto
Nothing has yet been accomplishMk.
n last night estimated his Blaclaard of Paducah.
Ky., is the Memphis, married Sunday. Rev. t.
Fortunately it did not reach the
awakened, and the willingness to as- ed by the officers towards
loss
at
Sear
$f,cair
.
s
Mr.
Edwar
guest
ds
of friends and relatives in Jack- Ramsey 'officiating. The
capturing mechanical depar
bride has
tment and the paper could mat be seen.
sist in the great work begun is en- the party who murdered
son. As a student of the MI. C
Wm. Aug- will come out on'elime
been residing with Mks. M. A. Metoday
.
couraging. But mere enthusiasm and ustus in the 1. C. yards,
Chief
James
Wood
that
said
and
the
if
a
resident of Jackson, Miss Lu- Tyre of 513 North
or towards
The origination of the fire is a
Stith; Paducah,
-an inclination to help will not bring finding out who killed
fire had had an hour later start it cile was one of-the city's most
Burns Garner naystery. It started' in the
popu- and last week went to Memphis to
store room would undoubtedly have been one of lar young ladies
some week's ago and threw his body
, and her coming has visit MTS. W. S. Willis of 655 North
where Mt. Etheards keeps his.bottles. the worst confla
•
ta
(Continued on Page Five.)
grations Paducah'caused pleasure to a host of friends— Third where
into the Ohio river.
Adjoining is the Sun office where is
the nerentoity omitted.
eve/ experienced.
Jackson Daily Sun.
The groom is an I. C. attache.
Her Husband Dropped Dead January

Question

of

- !AWAITING
AVERTEb AT OZAR( CONFIRMATION

FLORENCE AGAIN FEARFUL—
UTITTIOVIE

DUTCH LUNCH

FARMERS'
INSTITUTE

#

DISASTROUS FIRE
NARROWLY AVERTED

1

•

UPAGAINS1 IT- HOLLAND-CASE CUPID ABOUT
• DEALERS

WILL NOT

WEIGH COURT WILL PROBABLY

MATERIAL OVER CITY

JOURN ABOUT NOON

SCALES.

TODAY.

AD-

YESTERDAY

CLERK

FIRST CABLE

J. W. HUGHES

GENERAL INSURANCE
116 Fraternity Building

ISSUED RELIC LEFT BY 'CAPTAIN JACK
SLEETH
TO
BE
EX-

LICENSE FOR FIRST TIME
IN WEEK.

HIBITED.

They Claim They Are as Honest as Superintendent Lieb Expects to Go
WSIliam Robinson, Jr., Turned Over The Paducah Steamboatman Laid
the
City Authorities and Their
Out Aboet Next Monday or
to Henderson Brewing Company
First Submarine Cable That Was
Weights Must be Taken.
Tuesday to Rive Evidence.
His Br Room Outfit.
Ever Built.

Office Phone, 484-A
Residence Phone, 323

EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE:A"

The city authorities have gone up
Today al noon the circuit conrt at
In the collection of relics .which is
Yesterday the county clerk issued
against a little unexpected proposi- Benton will adjourn for the werk in a
being
marriag
e
gathered' for display during
license
for
the
first
time
tion,, and probabilities are they will order to give the lawyers, witnesses in a •week, and he
began to think that Rome Coming Week, June 13-17, one
and court officials time to go to their
Cupid had gone out of business as of the most interesting will be a piece
have to, abrogate the order that ev- homes' for Sunday
. Nearly all the no
in
erything sold the municipality be Witnesses live down in Calloway
inclined' couple of the first marine cable ever laid.
were
being
sent
that
,ways and it is The cable was laid in the Tennessee
county
and if they are to go home
%eightd owe rthc city scales, before
someth
ing
unusual
for a full week to river, twelve Miles above Paducah; in
accepted. They are finding that the • for the Sabbath they have to be go without issuing
a license. Cupid 1854. by Tat P. Shafnel- and Capt. J.
dismissed' in time to catch the train
dealers in goods consider theinsa.ves going
!did' the best possible yesterday, and B. 'Sleeth. evho were then building a
out of here at 2 o'clock this
got a license for a colored couple, telegraph line front Nasheille,
honest enough to be accurate v.,th- afternoon.
I Willie Mumford, aged' 40 and Lela to Paducah, Ky. The piece of cabl.:
out going way up to the city scales., I jtudge Bradburn. Judge Reed,
Col.
therefore do not care to fill orders if , Hendrick, Judge Garnett and Hon. Atkins, aged 30, both of whom have has been loaned by W. J. Slater,
superintendent of the Postal Telethe ruling is to be followed.
I Samuel Crossland will come here this seen the altar once before.
graph Cable company, of this city.
Several weeks ago at the sugges- afternoon to spend Sunday.
Mr.
to Charles Thurston Johnson, chairOperty Sold.
tion of Councilman Van Meter, it Hendick will go on to Smithland if
Property on Bridge street in man of the committee on relics, says
was directed that hereafter all coal, possible to got here in time to
Mlechanicsburg has been sold by E. yesterday's Louisville Post;
feed and other stuff, bought by the catch the boat for that place.
city, should be
weighed over the
'Work of taking the testimony in II. Thurman to H. C. Bean for $5oo. "The idea of the cable was conpublic scales in order it could be as- the 'Holland charge continues going The deed was recorded in the. county ceived by Capt. Sleeth, who made it
by hand and laid is across the Ten- PADUCAH REAL ESTIP'!"*. WESTERN
certained the exact weight of every- forward, and the case is attracting its clerk's office yesterday.
„KENTUCKY
MONTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTIEER FARM!. SAM
thing purchased in this line. After usual widespread interest, the court- i Frank Levan bought from Jack nessee river. The point was twelve
T.
REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE LT
the order went into effect one day house being packed to hear the testi- Nfeyes for leteo, property on North miles above Paducah. at Lawton's
Elevent
Bluff,
h street.
and; Capt. Sleeth was endeavorFREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR IT.
(-tile of the departments wasted much mony as it s presented/ from the
Z. C Graham and others trans- ing to cross the river by using a tree
bran and feed stuff and telephoned stand.
a:Dcfa Q W. WillITTILSOILIC.
Supt. Lieb of the public schools ferred to Nannie I. Neel for $2.900, on the 'bluff on the west side and a
Pehdliketoft.
te a certain dealer for it. directing
propert
mast
y
lying
in
the
out
low
in
groung
the
s
on
the
east
county.
that it be weighed over the city here, has been summoned by the deB. H. McGuire sold to E. B. yohn- side. However, he met with so match
sales. The dealer thanked the of- fense as an expert to give testimony
son
for jieloo property in Fountain trouble in keeping the wire up, owing
ficial for the order, but said he had on distances, dimensions. etc., while
Park.
to the long span, that he attempted to
Enginee
Civil
'fames
r
Wilcox
this
of
to turn it down, because there would
build a cable. He carried out his idea
—
be very little profit for him to haul city lias been summoned also to go
by rigging up on the river bank a
Satisfy Notes.
out
testimo
expert
and
give
ny
on
this
the stuff from this place of business
wire, constructed after the style of
Arrang
point.
.
ements have been
way around to the city scales to be
To sae ty $soo worth of notes held the olditime
rope walla He used jute
made
for
them
telepho
for
to
be
ned
against him by the Henderson Brew- bagging
weighed, and then haul it way back
saturat
ed in hot tar for his
soon
just
as
as needed, when they ing company, Willis ti Robins
to whatever department it is for
on, Jr., insulation, armoring this with wire.
will
go
out.
cannot
Both
to
go'
out
transferred to the brewery his stock and binding
This party Making the order, and
by a spiral wire.
it being refused by one firm tried remain some days until called, as the of bar room fixtures at No. t to South
"When completed, he laiil it across
busines
demand
each
s,
their
of
conThird
street.
several others but they refused am!
the river and found it worked satisstant attention here.
it looks like the feed and coal deale: :
factorily. The cable continued in use
The federal grand jury at St. Louis until it
have combined not to drive their
was destroyed during the
was
instrneted by Judge Finkelnburg early days of
Etauges
s.
a St. Louis iron
teams on extra mile or two just for
the civil war. Th;ir
to
probe
railway rate and pure food statement was
weighing the stuff over the public ssorker. wes fined the limit—$500—by
made by Capt. Sleeth
scales. They claim they are beet es Judge Pollard, in the police court. law violations.
in 1872.
Edw.
Wilkie,
J.
cashier of the St.
honest as the municipal autheeities. for accosting young girls on the
Lyttis County Trust Co.. at Clayton,
and if the weights of eheir own priv- street.
Suggested Idea to Field.
Mo, died suddenly. Mkanday morning
ates scales cannot be taken. they do
"Cyrus W. Field. hearing of the
Rankin Long. aged 18. who was of heart trouble.
success of Sleeth's cable, conceived
not want the business, if it has to found guilty, at Hartville, Mn., of
M. Durnovo. the Russian minister the
idea of an ocean cable, and, a'ter
go over the public sales because it merdering. Joe Buttran. March 9.
of public works, has ordered all sup- corresp
onding with Sleeth, vit'ted
would be more trouble in filling an 1905, was sentenced to ten years in erieten
dents of government works him at Paduca
h. and they entered
order than it was worth.
the penitentiary.
to discharge all Jewish workmen.
into an agreement to build the Atlantic cable. After going to New York,
Sleeth found he could not get along
satisfactorily with Field and retired
from the enterprise. He returned to
Paducah, where as master of different
steamers he plied the Tennessee river
until his death. known and loved by
every man, woman and child from its
mouth to the head of navigation.
"Captain 'lack," as he was fatnilarly
known, was the soul of honor, as
AllKinds Monuments and General Cemetery
Work (Use
noble, bighearted, unassuming a man
as ever lived. He never seenst-1, to
fully realize that his little crude
cable across the 'Tennessee riser was
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for
the "nest-egg" of quick clunnienicaMonumental and
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE
tion and beginning of not-wo. k of
UPON EXPOSURE
AND
THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESS; does
untold value to the vehole world.
not become dark and discolored
In ifkao. Nat Haeman, then manLET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT
ager of the west, end of the Sleeth
IT
cable, but died before be found the
east end, all land marks having been
destroyed. Since then others unearthed the east end, and it was
from this that the relic owned be Mr
SOLE AGENT, 1609 TRIMBLE ST, PADUCAH,
KY.
Slater was obtained.
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BALDWIN PIANO

•

Scientifically Constructed and
....of the Highest Excellence....

It Appeals to the Artistic.and Cultured Class and
is a "Leader” for the dealer.

D. H. BALDWIN et CO.

W. T. MILLER,Agent.
520 Broadway,
PADUCAH, KY..

Green River Stone

John S. Porteous Marble, Granite
and Stone Works..

The Lennon hotel, an old landmare
at Mlount Leonard, MK, was bunted
Mionday afternoon.
Gherakaris, the Greek wenbler
who killed former Premier 'Wyattnit., in Athens, has been sentenced to
death.
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Henry's
I
Headache
Powders

.4.

_

VE -TAMMY IN "f-HE SAMBO GIRL" AT THE KENT
UCKY TONIGT.
on the stag.: doing some ridiculou:e stunt. she is in her (..resing room
••
14 ready for another.
The
chorus is well-trained and tile whole
piece is given. with a dash and snap.
Miss Tanguay will be at the Kentucky tonight.

I isn't

Vincent, Florence Willarde, Ethel
Lloyd and Constance Eastman, and
in the way of chorus novelty Mr.
Cane's "Blue Ribbon Chorus of
.america" comprises the dashing
"Peanut Ballet." and the dainty
"Geisha Girls."

1

Will be keenly appreciated
after- a trial by people mho suffer from beadaches—severe or
mild, occasional or chronic.
They never fa4-40-'
GIVE QUICK
RELIEF.
Easing the pain in a very few
minutes

Eva Tanguay Tonight.
"The Mayor of Too."
"The Lyman Twins."
"The Sambo Girl- is in a c'sase by
mesical attractions
One of tiae most enjoyable" per
itself, and is (mite likely to hold
it stet;ce with one or two comedians for formances .of the season swill
be seen
all by itself. Miss Tanguay is
DRUGGIST
not their "fun" department, but not so at The Kentucky
date of Thursday
inclined to take the whole stage for with
Richard Carle who preicntc night in the appearance
of the Lyman
herself, but she does give a goed himself
SIXTH AND BROADWAY
in the farcical opera triumph. Twin. Brothers the famous
twin
share of the show, and earnastly tries
"The Mlayor of Tokio" at The Ken- comedians and a large compan
y in
to live up to all - her advance agent tucky
TELEPHONE 63.
on 'Monday night as his cast their hew elaborate
musical comedy
promised for hers She is sprightly. contains the namea
of
nine
Class
high
"The
Rustler
s."
she is pretty, and she doesn't loaf a comedi
ans, in addition to Richard
This superb production far surmoment on the stage. lier work is 'Carle,
there is Fred Frear, J. A. Wall- passes all others in
which these
extremely clever, and all of it is' histerstedt, William Rock; Sylvain Lang- clever young comedians
have yet
own, even her wriggles and kicks, lois,
Joe Smith Marisa, Edwin Baker, appeared.' being support
ed by some
and she is very droll. '
William Platt, an octette of high of the cleverest cOmedy enterta
iners
The hit of the piece is "Theo Banjo
class and high priced artists s
- eldom, today before the public. \ The proSerenade," sung in the second act by if
ever seen in any one play; instead duction is a revelation
Rooms 5 and 6 itegister Building,
in beautiful
Miss Tanguay and chornsk..
)As an of one prima donna. Mr. Carle has scenery
, pretty costumes, a dainty 523 1-2 Broadway, Paducah, Hy,
instance of the efforts made-by Miei two.
Ada Mitchell and Adele Row- chorus, sweet music, clever dancing
New Phone 4go.
Tanguay to please, it may be cited land;
instead of one comedienne. Mr. and a wonderful display of electriSPECIALTIES:
that she changes costumes four ti:nes Carle
has two Emma Janvier and cal effects. This'is said:
to be one of
during the first act and fiv'e timeA
Abstracting of Tides,
Minerva Courtney; instead of one the . nest musical comedy producInsurance, Corporation and
during the second, 56" that when she soubret
te, Mt. Cane has four, Mad' tions. today before the public.
Raid Estate Law.
_

J. U. Oehlschlaeger

Fir st-Class
Watch Work
BY EXPERT WATCH MAKERS
Prices Reasonable,

is J. Bleich,
224 Broadway,

. •
fitoWaslungthshos

The most despised drudgery of housekeeping is the care of the
several fires and the sweeping up of the ashes and dust they produce. Unless, of course, you own a

Hots Water or Steam System Only one fire then
rooms.

needed and no dust or ashes in the living
Estimates free
Alingbasitfrat

ersei.

Ed D.Hannan
Both Phones so:.

E. H.PURYEAR, Paducah
Attorney at-Law

a

PADUCAH, BY.

132 South Fourth St., 325 Kentucky Mims.

Transfer Company
ancor ooratedIJ

General Cartage Business,
Su erlor:FacIlitles for
ensuing re gint, iviacrunery
And.Household Goods.

Pflrice"";
, 3ndgarin Monroem
Bothr Phonesjil

P.D..Fitzpatrick Supt.

•

ie

WHEN AND WHERE
TO WORSHIP SUNDAY I

DIZZY •

Read
THIS

-A friend of mine suffered with backache,
headache and dizzy spells, and seemed quite
worn outfrom menstrual troubles," writes Miss
G. N. Garrett, of Mayersville, Miss., "but she
took Cardui by my advice and is now we1L"

'ibis morning at 1:40 o'clock Res?. Voice of the Troinpet," and during
W. H. Pinkerton left for Pittsburg, this servke a coronet solo will be
Pa., from whence he starts out upon played by Mr. T. Cooney, entitled
a six weeks tour visiting different "The Palms" by J. Faure. "Divine
cities over the country as the repre- Teaching" will be preached on at the
dp sentative of the American Board of evening hour.
Christian
Evangelization for the
District Superintendent.
churches. Hle stated before departRev. I. W. Bruner, district supering this morning that an erroneous
report got back here from Pittsburg, intendent of the Kentucky Children's
as regards him holding a protracted Home society, has gone, after spendmeeting there. He never, did intend ing several days in the city this week
to 'hold a, gathering there, but to only looking after the
interest of his
lecture, like he did before coming work. He preached last Sunday at
home this last time. He now starts the Cumberland Presbyterian church.
" Pi•tsburg and visits that
tb r( :.,:t•.
:,;:c
Dttroit, Toledo, Wheeling, InGiana- has been raising funds here and dopolls, St. Louis and in fact all the ing other things in pushing forward
large cities, as the ministerial repre- tne noble calling, which looks after
sentative of the evangelization board, all the homeless and neglected little
his object being to preach a sermon ones of the state, with headquarters
or two in every church and arouse at Louisville where their home is
•
the interest of the congregations and maintained.
awaken them from their lethargic
WRITZ Utl!RAWLY
condition as regards Christianity. He
Broadway Methodist
In full confidence, telling us all your troubles, whatever
expects to be absent until the last
they arty be, and stating yoursaa
Rev. Thos. J. Newell, pastor of
m. We will asnd you
of April doing this character of work. Broadway Methodist church, will
valuable Fres Advice, In plain
enveispa. Address:
be
USW Advisory Dept., The C.hattanoteit Militlas Co..
in his pulpit both morning and eveChattanooga. Tenn.
First Christian.
ning of next Sunday. Both services
As yet the congregation of the will have reference
to the rcvival
First Christian church has not se- meeting, which will be
begun on the
Pinkerton
Dr.
lected a successor to
Anton F. Mispagel, former cashier were given five year sentences in
following Sunday, March aS, by the
arc
probabilities
the S. P. POOL.
and
pulpit,
the
fill
to
of the St. Charles (Mo.) savings penitentiary.
L. 0. STEPLENSON
Rev.
J.
tB.
Culheffer,
who
is
a
great
sometime
until
this will not be done
and successful preacher. Some six- bank, is on trial in that town on the
!Basil A. ?Nab, "front clerk" at,
in the spring. Tomorrow morning the
teen years ago Dr. Culheffer con- charge of embezzling funds to the the Planter,s hotel, St. Louis, had
regular Sabbath Sunday school and
the Planter's hotel, St. Louis, had
ducted
here a very succesful meet- amount of $96,ono
-communion services will be held
Emil Roberts and William Cronin, account of his own suicide in a paper
ing. Many remember him with great
pleasure. The'meeting contemplated each 18 years of age, pleaded' guilty from Owen Sound, Ont., his former
Third Street Methodist.
to highway robbery, in St. Louis, and home.
"The Final Triumph of Christ" by Mr. Newell, while under the immediate
direction of Broadway Methwill be spoken on tomorrow morning
1 ROTH rHONES
103-105 S. THIRD ST.
by Rev. Peter Fields at the Third odist church, is by no means to be
NO. tie
PADUCAH, KY.
a
narrow sectarian service, but all
to write tor omtkr nuns grrota catalogue
street Methodist church, while at the
evening hoar that pulpit will be the people of all the churches are reanratneanuti
tsill=
OW any o
11111Ltber
or dueler in the wockL
by Rev. J. W. Blackard, the quested to come and take part, getting all the good possible for themPresiding elder of this district.
selves and doing all possible good
=or.
hied
have received our complete Free
taevery
.
f Vriegrrade and locurad
w
e
for others.
Second Baptist.
Of Paducifth, Kentucktie
Mai
now elttli
"Noah‘will be preached of tomore by selling front factory
direct to rider
'a media
row morning by Rev. E. H. CunFirst Presbyterian.
Mr INIIP Or
a oast dejesil,Pell the Freight and
Baptist
allow 10 VeroFr.. TrI
ningham of the Second
make other liberal terms which no other
Rev. W. E. Cave, of the First
Capital and Surplus $1155,000i
boom
in
the
world
will
do
Y
will
learn
everything tad get much valuchurch, while at the evening hour Presbyterian church, witi tomorrow
able information by simply wi
us•postai.
of
Fear
"The
We
need a
his theme will be
is every town and can oer
morning preach on "Mutual Encourff an opportunity
to mate Istothly
aretalellOung Ines who apply at came.
Mian."
agement" while at the evening hour
his theme is "A Difficult Task."
G. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRE&
0 N L ‘if ED P. NOBLE,PRES.
German Lutheran.
will
be
service;
Sunday school
N. W. VAN CUL IN CASHIER.
PerrPakrr•
held tomorrow morning at 9:30
latpotitaa•
Lutheran
Transacts all regular banking business.. Solicits your deposits. Pays 4
o'clock at the German
*AIM TACKS
w. will Soil
church on South Fourth street. GerYou a
per cent per annum on time certificate of deposits.. Safety boxes in Ewe
MAL
Pair for
be conducted at the
OUT TOE Allt
.4 man services will
(Cag/4
wins
proof vault f.7a rent at 13 to ho Per Year as to else- You
ono
14.11111)
at
. e morning hour by Rev. Ilten, while MR. B. F. HALL WRITES THAT NO MORE TROUBLE
carry your own
FRON PUNCTURES.
she evening hour he talks in the
key
and
no
one
but
yourself
has.
Result
access.
of
is
years
experience in tire
IT CONTINUES TO FLARE'
English language, using ttis subject,
making. No danper from THORNS. CACleas,the Ihhilt rubber treed
"Why Can and Must Everyone Know
TVS. PINS. NAILS. TACKS or GLASS.
4
UP.
••A" and paucity's.. stripe -Jr
Whether He Is a Child of God Or
Serious pinctures, like intentional knife cuts, can
rim strip ••11be vulcanized like any other tire.
Ile
amidprover* itto cutting. This
Not."
am watt outlast any ether
Two Nuaired Thailand pairs saw is Wad use. Over
WT. NL.A.NTIC mid
People Around Caney, Kas., Are Be- OaessiOlva nagalad Pairs seWlad Pm
Millt1D1NO.
Tenth Street Christian.
Medal.all deal. ft Ovally and easy riding, very durable and lined inside
Rev D. W. Bass of the Tenth
coming Scared. Fearing Some1 wPaagijMyth•
r.se.,
lfier, which never
porous and which closes up mien punctures
without
street Christian church will tomorrow
Illo air to enengs. We litenthireds of letters frow satisfied customers stating
thing
Terrible
Will
Occur.
evangelic twice in warboiesesnon. They
b no more than
morning preach on "The Parable
atsry
lIas being gives by several layers o thin. specially
;,:euak
"sensation emu mon]y felt when richt+ y on asphalt
lbsesitierlithet
Soar" while at the evening his theme
or
is overeans the
et Weave" tread which prevents a:I air from being
will be "The Christian."
mat bearree Wiiii
reed this.overcoming all section. The regular price of these
The illuminated natural gas well
le also per par.
rposes we are making•special factory price to the rider
°Kivu.%
pair •
same day letter is twcerved. We ship CO.D. on approval.
near Caney, Kansas, continues burn- You
Caussberiand Presbyterian.
do not pay
,
:jau
‘
ined and found them strictly as
ouh
ort
led.
We will allow
t spw cest (thereby making the price 114.
pair) if you send
Rev E. if. Eshman of the Cumber- ing brightly, sending leaping flames FULL
OAAIII
an/ enciese this aiivertlempageL We will
send
one nickel
land Presbyterian church will preach two hundred feet in the air towards plated teen head
two leplipmen metal puncture abaft or full paid orders (these metal
cheers
le
of
case
hatentional
knife
totem
heavy
the
gashes).
Tim
evening,
heavens,
hut
to be returned
according to a letter
tomorrow morning and
expesise If
hip main they SR not satisfactory as examInation.
We Illee
has not yet chosen his topics. The Colonel John B. Hall, the real estat,,
Teliehl• end mosey aeon to me is as safe as is • batik. Ask your Postfeaster
of snip* mart or the Maw of thia paper about us. If you owlet.• pair of
Sunday school and Christian En- dialer of the Fraternity building, has
l‘lia yen will linCillat limey will ride easier, run faster,
, wear better, last longer and look
OM any Lire you boweir nod or sees at any ;wine. We kaow that you will be so well pleased
deavor services will be held at the received from his brother, Mr. B. F.
that when you want a Wadema will give as your order. We want you to send us •small trial
usual hour.
Hall, who lives five miles out from Neer a nice, beam this
the over.
The Ladies Aid society of this Caney. The brother says it looks DoADnER.DRANsso beilt-ev-wheein eaddles, pedals. _parts and repairs, and
everything in the bicycle line are sold by us at hair th ritual
church will meet Monday afternoon like the well will have to burn out, mica.changed by dealers end repairmen.
Write for our big SUNDAY catalogue.
Do
Dor
• penal today. DO NOT THINK OF ItUTING a
at 3 o'clock with Mrs. Felix Rudolph and that the people are becoming
or • pair of thaw Nom anyone until you know the new and
of son South Sixth street, while next greatly alarmed, as one can hear the wonderful egeni we are reektag. It only costs a postal to kern everything. Write it NOW.
Thursday afternoon at 3 o'clock the loud rumbling from the subterranean
Commie Prayer meeting will be held depths, which resemble a volcano in
.
p with Mrs Daniel Bailey of South
sound.
Tenth street.
Parties boring for natural gas near
Caney struck it rich right outside
Mission Churches.
the city, but their efforts seem to
At 2:30 o'clock tomorrow after- be wasted, as they no sooner made
noon Sunday school services will be the rich find than lightning struck
held at the Mechanicsburg Christian the well and ignited the gas which
church, while at the same hour simi- has since March 4th, been shooting
lar worship will be held at the West ano feet heavenward, and brilliantly
'Tennessee street Methodist church, illuminating that country for ten
We Write Anything in Insurance
and the North Twelfth street Baptist miles airnind after nightfall. Ever
At 3:40 o'clock since the lightning hit the place mesmission church.
Office'106 Broadway
Phones:Office 383—Residence 1696
preaching will be held at the West sages have been received from the
Tennessee street Methodist miasioh. world over, suggesting methods by
THE GREATEST BARGAINS IN WALL PAPER THAT
HAS
which the flame can be extinguished,
Trimble Street Methodist.
EVER BEEN OFFERED TO THE PUBLIC. YOU CAN PAPER
hut it is too hot to venture closer
Rev. W. W. Armstrong of the than several hundred feet to the well
A ROOM, SIDE WALL, CEIL1N.G AND BORDER TO MATCH
'Trimble street Methodist church shaft.
„will_ tomorrow__ morning __preach or
1:1411-- says- that---although -theFOR-THE filt4PiLL itUist-OF ONLY-lis GUN IS. ATM PLAIN FI.13-• r
'What Is Man?' while at the evenTng dead of winter, the warmth from the
"The
is
discourse
hour his topics for
Itiming gusher has permeated the 130 SOU I'll TIIIRD ST.
PADUCAH. K)* RAL DEMONS THAT OTHERS ARA SELLING AT CENTS ;-1.
Boy That God Made."
surrounding earth for a mile or two,
fr
ROLL, WE WILL SELL YOU AT ONLY zYsc PER SINGLE ROL!
until - vegetation has stunting op. a
Mechanicsburg Revivals.
footi. or two since the place was hit
OR I CENTS PER DOUBLE ROLL, ALL NEW AND BEAUTIFUL
The protracted meetings at the y igntning. He continued that ev'
churches
Baptist. and also Methodist,
DESIGNS. ALSO NICE HANDSOME DESIGNS AT sc, roc, isc, ape
er44)(MY is at fever heat excitement
in Mechanicsburg, are proving very
b y and fear something terrible may hapAND UP TO Ilsoo PER SINGLE ROLL, ALL KINDS, ALL PRICES
successful, and being attended'
con- pen as the result of the unusual ockite crowd each serviee many
Accident: Life, Liablity, Stearn, Boilercurrance.
TO MAT THE PEOPLE, NEW PA NELI. FFFECT, INGRAIN
versions being effected, and acquisitions to the congregation made.
DESIGNS IN CORNICE
AND—EVERY CONSIEVesA
Illinois - Central Weekly Excur'Services are conducted each evening
sions
Excursion
to
California.
cars
at these places.
OR AND LOVELY AFFRINGED BORDERS TO MATCH. ALL
through to Los Angeles and San
Phone
Office
369.
Residence
Phone 726 COLORS IN BURLAPS...ALSO HANDSOME WOOD EFFECT'S IN
Framisco as follows: Via New OrFirst Baptist.
Routes
the
evleans
and
Southern
meeting
protracted
Tomorrow the
JAPANESE IfTBRIC, ALL COLORS. THE VERY LATEST DEBaptist church will ery Friday from Chicago; every TWOS
trf the First
from
Louisrvillr
Cincinnati
day
and
are
prospects
SIGNS IN ALL NEW PAPERS. WE ALSO CARRY A FULL LINE
come to a close and
via Omaha and the Soenic Route evthe final gathering will be one of the ery Wednesday
from Chicago.
OF READIN69 ROOM MOULDING, PIC ruas FRAMES, WINlargest assemblies ever held in this
Full Particulars concerning all of
city. The protracted meeting has the above can be had Nof agents of
DOW SHADES, CANVAS, TACKS. AND BUILDING AN DROOFINO
been going on now since the first of the Illinois Central and connectinv
PAPERS. ZALL AND SEE OUR NICE LINE OF SAMPLES AND
November and great good done.
lines or by addressing either Of th•
fsma. ,
00.0
ondersigned.
BE CONVINCED THAT WE WILL TREAT YOU RIGHT AND
orace Bpiscopal.
Cincinnati.
Joe.
Biggs,
D.
P.
A.,
Services will he cOndttetel tomorGIVE YOU THE BEST VALUES FOR THE MONEY.
F. W. Harlow, D. P. A., Louis
row MOrnirte and afternoon at Grace
ville.
•
.Episcopal church by Rector David
John
A.
Scott, A. G. P. A., Mere
Wright.
phis.
A. H. HANSON, P. T. M.,
Evangelical Church.
Chicago.
'
Rev. W. H. lRourptin. of the
S. G. HATCH. G. P. A.
Evangelical church of South Fifth
Marla ...11,311101111
street will tomorrow pre di on "The

Are you dizzy? Does your head swim? Do your eyes blur? Is your stomach
sick?
In women, these symptoms are often signs of disordered nervous system,or of
liver or heart
trouble, brought on by carelessness in regulating the menstrual functions. These
are even more important to women than the bowel functions to either sex. Evenfunctions
there
is no stoppage, still, a gentle,cleansing, menstrual draught should be taken now and ifthen—
every doctor will tell you so. Otherwise the menstrual blood will decay inside
you, and
will be absorbed into your system, causing such pain and suffering as will make you
lose
all interest in life.
To cure yourself, take woman's best and safest remedy, menstrual cleanser, tonics
and pain reliever, is the old, reliable, time-tested medicine, which, for over 70 years, has
been a household word in America, viz:

WINE
OF

PauCAll UNDERTAKING CO.
UNDERTAKERS ANDEMBALMERS

IS ALL IT WILL COST YON
EN
C Te..,......
err
DO NOT

A DIOTOLE LT-na.,°"„—ed

THE GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO

$8 0PUNCTURE-PROOF TIRES $a.80
-"rm.-7a
.80

FLAMING GUSHER

arra

5,:x,11

WAIT my...v.us

WWI CYCLE COMPANY, Sept. "JL" CNICA60, ILL.

L. L. BEBOUT

General Insurance Agency

Special Sale
On Wall Paper.

MAIM, WNW & CO.

--- Undertakers- and Embalmers,

Abram L. Well & Co
FIR

NSURANCE

Campbell Block.

rip

_00.. LE1P3

Corner 3rd.& Kentucky Ave.]
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Europe while the investigating coml•ife\getting up events of this charace
mittee was probing the insurance
ter. and is a valued and potent aid,
-candals,. but appears at Albany now
I
but everything is done under sancPUBLISHED BY THE
and makes a sensational speech in
tion of the local people.
REGISTER NEWSPAPER CO.. ' which no names are called and one
EVENT IS CERTAINTY
MI'. Shaw will be here a day or
AND
(Incorporated)
two yet, when he leaves, for ober
which is worded for the purpose of
ARRANGEMENTS NOW .BEpoints on business, bill he • corms
ikAt Register nattering, 523 Sroadvray. affecting pending legislation.
The REFUSES PLACED IN IT IS DEVELOPED
INTO
back shortly to help the Padintahans .
VALUABLE
ING
MADE.
speech
evident
was
ly designed to
FERTILIZER WHICH CAN BE
JAMES E. WILI-1ZLe1, President.complete all final arrangements. The
DISPOSED
OF—JACKSON
wreak 'vengeance
on
:tieCall's
t
programme will include everything
JOHN WILHELM, Treasurer.
OWNS WATER AND LIGHT PLANTS
CLEARING
LARGE
IROBgRT S. WILHELM, Secretary. enemies, or those trustees who
'elevating. (
PROFITS, GIVING CHEAP RATES.
The Chautauqua for titis city is
The advertising committee is presought to dodge their responsibility
now an assured thing and will be
Entered at the postoffice of Padu- rather
paring to well advertise the chautauthan to clear his friend's memgiven the ten days, commencing kitte
cah, Ky., as second-class mail matter.
surrounding cities, while the
15th, which was the date yesterday qua in
The garbage reduction' iTant did obtained as by-products,
ory of charges against him, although
other bodies w'll get reduced railworth $28. •set
by
•
the promoters who have. not road and steambo
yesterday
'Jacksonville has owned its waterthat
was
One Year
at rate, and in this
$5.00 1*. 'Hamilton intimated that he in- everything
yet chosen the place for holding the
claimed for it, says the JacksOnville, works fOr twenty-five years, and last
manner bring here thousands of
Six Months
2.50 tends to make further revelations.
assembl
age. Those working in be- people from other places.
year the plant paid $49,000 over and
Three Months
1.25
The trustees of the New York Fla., Metropolis, and Judge
0.
aboys all expenses. She has owned half of the event have secured
One Week
The quickness With which things
.10 Life insurance.. compan
pledges suaicient to raise -the $1,8cto
y may be as Wright. the Southern, tna.pager of the her eleetrit light plant for
were Made a certainty,. Shciws that
ten years, needed
to give the chautauqua, and everybo
bending their utmost
Anyone failing to receive this paper culpable as Mr. Hamilton charges. Sanitary Reduction and Construction and last year it paid $9o,000 over and now
dy
the articles of incorporation are
regularly should report the matter to The pending bill in the New York Company, is to be congratulated on above all expenses. These Public
efforts
make the initial event
%ill
and
being drawn up, to be filed today.
if this 'nature a grand success, withThe Register office at once. Tele- legislature that would effect an en- its success, fur hc has been working utilities furnish the citizens with am- The
organization will be )(mown as out any'dou
hard to g • a' plant install* here ple light and water at prices far bephone Cumberland 318.
bt
tire reorganization of the company ever since August, 1902.
low what is paid for them in most of the "Paducah Chautauqua Associaseems to be a proper measure, but
As the process required five,or six the cities of the country. When the tion" and capitalized at ;too, these
The Joe Fowler left yesterday for
/4/4. Hamilton has not yet given an tours from start to finish, not many garbage plant is turned over she will papers being filed and small capital Evansville and coming back tomorough also own that, and it will pay also a chosen just in order to get the as- row lays until Monday before
accounting for the money—more of the visitors cared to stay
skip
it, most of them going out to witness handsome revenue, or, rather, save sociation into incorporated form.
than a million dollars—which he
The incorporators will be Messrs. ping away on her return for there.
the start, returning to business, and thousands of dollars that are now exspent for the insurance companies. in the afternoon going out again to pended
Charles W. Thompson,
The John S. Hopkins comesIn toCharles
Saturday Morning, March i, 1906
in destroying the garbage.
Weille and Dr. J. Robert Coleman, day from Evansville and leaves
No matter how many people kriew see the finish. During the day the
One great advantage of the plant is
imhe spent it or that the trustees, as plant was visited by several of the that it is run by steam made from while the officers decided, on are as mediately acia:•her return that way.
How to Expedite Matters.
follows
; John S. Bleecker, president; She does not come
city officials, among them Hon. P. dry refuse only. This is a saving
back any more
If the general cdluncil expect to ac- well as the president of the comCharles Weille, vice president; David then until Tuesda
A. Dignan, chairman of the Board daily of froza $10 to $12 for fuel.
y.
complish much it Will have to adopt pany approved his action, the policy- of Public Works; David Warrington,
N4
Coons,
secretary and W. F. PaxThere gets out 'for Cairo this
Judge Wright is in correspondence
ton, treasurer. The executive com- morning at
a more liberal potiCy with its com- holders wish o know what became of member of the same board, and, Al- with twenty-five
eight o'clock the steamer
other Southern
superintendent of cities whose officials have expressed mittee will be composed of tit; Dick Fowler. She comes
mittees. Like all new boards the the mpney, and the general public bert Drysdale,
back toa wish to investigate this system. and officers, with Mr. Harry L. Meyers night.
members are disposed to be cautious, ought to know if the law was vio- streets.
and
Mr.
Chas Thompson added. The City of Savann
At 9:30 the tank was charged with say that if it be all that is claimed
ah leaves St.
and naturally they' desire to make lated.
a large dead horse and a latge quan- for it they will eccept and adopt it. These executive committeemen will Louis this Ift'ellion
and gets here•
"Hamilton should not escape with tity of garbage from the hotels, dead
good records, but there are such
also
he
chairm
en of the following Monday en route
Most of them indicate that if into the Tenessee
things as being cautious to an ex- voluntary dramatic speeches.
He fish, rotten onions, etc. It wait then stalled they will insist on municipal sub-committees; W. F. Paxton, pro- river .
gramme
,
Harry
Meyers, grounds;
tin.
should be subjected, to a rigid cross- closed up and the steam turned on ownership as there is no reason why
Charles W. Thompson, advertising;
Circuit Attorney Sager* of St.
.1t seems that the general council examination such as Mr. Hughes 'for an hour. Then,after the , mass a foreign corporation should come in Charles
Weille. railroads.
had been heated to 300 degrees FahLouis, is investigating a story to the
h* fallen into the habit of referring gave the witnesses appearing before renheit for an hour the stead was and secure the profits to be obtained
These officials were decided on at
form the garbage, and, by owning the
effect that a policeman who had been
matters to committees with instruc- the committee during its sitting. in shut off and the vacum pump start.td. garbage reduction plant they
can yesterday morning's gathering with transferred from a beat where graft
Mr.
James A. Shaw, the BloomingThis ran for four or five hours and make that department of city governtiptis to 'report back, to the boards. New York.
was good, paid $700 to get back to
then the work was done. Out of ment to a large extent self-sustainiag ton, Ill., chautauqua man who has it.
Such a policy is good on matters of
interest
ed, to such a successful exThe city of Jacksonville, Fla., has about 9,000 pounds of filthy mass, and at the same time get rid of their
mush importance, but in minor matabout 30,ocio inhabitants and is one ,600 pounds of odorless fertilizer garbage in an odorless and sanitary tent the Paducahans. The incorporters such a course not only entails
ating articles will be filed today or
of those cities that believes in own- and acto pounds of sterilized oil were manner.
Monday, and then when the certifidelays but increases the amount of
ing its water and light plants. It has
cates come back from the secretary
business to be transacted by the
owned the water 'plant for over
asked the lord provost to.permit their of state's office at Frankfort, the
boards at the regular sessions by
manager to come to this city to ad- promoters will hold their meeting,
twenty-five years and last year it
listening to reports and discussions
List of new subscribers added by
and confirm these temporary official
vise
me.
paidt $49,000 over and above all extheEas
today
t Tennessee Telephone comselectio
that usually follow. The most imns.
Holds Advice Lightly.
penses. For ten years that city has
Mi. Chas Thompson, one of the pany
portant matters should be attended
Mr. Dalrymple has given some valovoed the electric light plant and.
tiab'e information as to the operation hardest workers and most enthusi- 2366 Milburn. F. M.,
to by the boards as a whole, but
Res., tor
last year it paid $elo,000 over and
the plant in Glasgow, for which I astic promoters of the chutauqua,
of
Fountain Ave.
ordinary matters such as drains, abatMAYO
REPLI
R
CAUST
ES
ICyesterd
ay
stated
that
their
intention
abo.'e all expenses. In addition to
desire to express my thanks. Hi
nuisances, contracting for surveys
was to give •me of the nicest affairs 490 Weikert, The Contractor, office.,
this the water and light rates are ALLY TO REPORT OF GLAB- 1 unsolicited advice upon questions of.
'26 S. Fourth.
and arranging the preliminaries for
public policy as applied to the City ever conduct .tel in this city, and that 23gri Yarbro, Enoch, Rea.
far below what is paid in most cities.
1033
it
TRACT
wonid
COW
be Jevoid of religion, poliION EXPERT.
large undertakings should go to the
of Chicago 'and American cities i
Broad.
A surplus revenue of $14o,000
tics.
whitqrie
or
other
v
features
.
He
entitled to consideration, but only
from,
committees for full investigation and
Elmer. Res., oth and
the two plants represents
such consideration as ,would be ac- continued 'that it was their abject to "66r
4 per cent.
'Broad.ng,
power to act; otherwise, it will take
on $3,500,000, and every one knows Scotchman's Critictsm of Chicago corded to the advice of any gentle- bring all classes, from a denomina- 1220 'Akers, 5.
H., Res. 310 S.
from two weeks to two months to
man from abroad who spends a iew tional, political, social or commercial
that a small city like Jacksonville
Tenth.
standpoint, to a common basis by
has . People Resented and Advice . days in America.
actually begin on the work. Every
Like other commodities, reiepionl
not invested that sum on the two
The City of Chicago and hundreds obliterating discrimination of any service should
member of the general council is on
Held
I•ighAir
.
be paid accordit g to
plants. In a city of. that size $400,of other American cities had, long nature from the programme. Every- its value.
four or five committees and every
thingea
nd
everyb
ody
000 would put up a first class plant
will
bend
their
before the coming of Mr. Dalrymple,
We have in tlie city about 2,800
committee has six members with the
decided upon and disposed of the efforts to combining for an affair that subscri
and the surplus of ltacs000 a year
bers or five times as many as
Chicago, Ht. March 16.—Now that questio
will
be
two presiding officers as ex-officio
social
a
and
intellec
tual
elevan of the municipalization of
means 35 per cent. on the amount
Mr. Dalrymple has himself given to their waterworks and electric light tion for the entire community and the Ind pendent Co., outside the city
members and whatever those eight
and within the county we have 63
invested. Yet corporation advocates
the public his letter to me, which he plants. Before his coming the City of not for one sect or collection of perm.n may decide on a question of
times as many subseribere as the Insons.
say that municipal ownership does
himself has acknowledged to be my Chicago had decided to municipalize
littlerimportanee, is very apt to be
One beauty about the chautauqua dependent Co. Yet we will place a.
not pay. They think the peopft
are private property, I cant without risk its street car system.
the right thing.
I was seeking light as to the is that ft is solely within control of telephone in your residence at the
fools, and we must confess that some
of censure, criticise the letter of my method
same rate the Independent Co. is
When a question comes before the
of the installation and opera- Paducalians. who hindle all the
grounds exist for that belief if the
expenses, during the tion of that municipal system. In money select in „full their Programme supposed to charge and provide in
guest,
whose
boards, its importance
can
be people believe what
w iswi
e n, long
en e distanc
the corporation whole of his trip to America, were my opinion, the citizens of this city from the list of features and promi- additio
dyistance
toe
quickly weighed, and if it belongs in
nent men to be submitted by Mr.
advocates tell them.
ou
are
reach fuity
just
as
hpnest,
intellig
as
ent
and
paid out or my own private funds.
the ordinary cldass the committee in
Shaw, and in fact supreme supervi- million people frmi your home.
as
capable
managi
of
Calf
ng
pablic
their
If I had given this letter to the pubcharge should have the authority to
Green Carnations.
utilities as the citizens of Glagow or sion of the thing in its entirety. Of ro for further information.
course
Mr. Shaw is the main assistGet a green carnation at Brunson's lic and then uttered any criticism any other European or Australian
act, and/ it is very rare that the ,auEAST TENNESSEE TELEPHONE
thority is abused. So if the general for St. Patrick's day. 423 Broadway. thereon, I might have been charged city. Mt. Dalrymple, when here spent ance in helping as he has spent hi:
COMPANY.
with a breach of the courtesy that I a great deal of time in compan
y with
council will adopt a more respect, it
amemenemmaselegamensolegeses
owed' to my guest.
MILWAUKEE AFTER
Mk. Mitten and
traction
other
keeping things moving along and La
It gives me much pleasure that I officials. and I have no .tionbt that
3-CENT FARE. was able to give Mr. Dalrymple "a they magnified the importa
the people see that something is
nce of
most delightful and instructive trip," their alleged franchises
being done.
to him and
and I am pleased to know that he that they exaggerated the diffic,,lties
-enjoyed h•mself among our people in tht way of disposi
Residen
ts
Deman
d
That
ng of them
Council A
Andrew Hamilton.
immensely and that his visit to this franchises.
Andrew Hamilton, the
cept Low Rate Proposition.
. legislative
country will "be of -great value to me
Franchise Rocks Gone.
agent of the New York Life insur(him) as a public official in the serMr. Dalrymple. in his letter, Arm
. h
vice of the City of Glasgow."
ance company who kept himself i •
to give great weight to the HuhsatisMr. Dalrymple's letter is intersting factory state of the various feitinchi
Milwaukee, March 16.—Milisatike
Paris when the insurance investigtses
e
is again after a 3-cent
car fare. It and in some respects a- valuable con- that have been given to the street
tian was at fever heat, finally dmnow has a 4-cent fate, given
tribution in so far as it relates to the railway companies."
He states. "if Pure Hog Lard
by the
eluded to return to America, and Milwaukee
in bulk, by the pound
Electric
Railway and details of management of a municipal theve long franchises .are uphe'd it ae
........... pc
after resting a few days he dropped Lighting Company
th bag Purity Patent Flour, cost
discuss
compan
ing quea- would be very difficult—I would aly. When
The Milwaukee
lions which fall within the line of his most say it would be imposible—for M bars Swift Pride Soap, Cost
in on the committee with a speech Northern Road. which wishes
to
25C
2 packages Shredded Wheat Biscuit
loaded for the ''curs and traitors" come into the city from the north. skill and experience as a traction em- your city to purchase them."
cost
29C
1-lb_ca
ns
3
instructive
offers to sell eight tickets
Pork
manage
ploye
••
and
and
r,
he
is
Beans
in
Tornao
.
,
sauce
The supreme court of the United.
for 25
and created quite a sensation. Wile
..
10C
2 stalks Fancy White Celery
cents. The council turned
down the and intelligent. When he travels out- States has just disposed of all these
we have no reason to doubt what he offer and asked
25C
Salted
with
that
Peanuts
deals
line
of
side
and
,
by
the
pound
instead that the comdifficulties—if difficulties they were—
.
15C.
may: haver Aad to say about his late pany pay the city $5o,000.
applied an that the main objection to im- Fancy Shelled eecana, per pound
• 4IP.r• •
Represen- questions of public policy as
6oc
Dal- mediate municipalization found
iticipa::ties
Sweet
Naval
Orange
associates in the game of loot, yet oitives oi business and real estate or- to American Trx
s,
per
dozen
,,.
fiy
20'
we must laistcur in the remarks made ganizations of the city today adopted rymple's views are simply of the Mr. •Dalrymple has been removed h,i), 3 packages Vigor
r•
a5C
resolutions calling on the council
same value as those of any other the decision of the supreme court 2 cans Thistle Peas
•
by the Nashville Banner, which that
to strange
25C
accept the 3-cent fare
r who spends a few days in rendered on the very day that
3 cans Scottish Chief Corn for
his
proposition.
•• •
__P_aaer directs. AL./Ian:lawn- whets- --it The- re
• • 1---••-•-••-Rs -Extra-Nice-filing= Slrfalle-fa-say Iv is a n
says:
wedge which eventually will
tbs. Best Quality Soda Crackers for
Citizens Versus Visitor.
We will all agree, however, with
give Mil20CThe citizens of Chicago or of any Mk. Dalrymple 'w'hen he declares, as A Peck of Red Onions for
"Andrew Hamilton's sunddcn ap- waukee a 3-cent fare over every line
•
in the city. A committee
25e
pearance before the insurance inveswas ap- other American city, are much better he does, in his letter; "Now, presum- 2 packages Coxes or Noxes Geliton for
pointed to circulate a petition
25Cto be able-act decide upon questions of pub- ing that the prtsent companies are 3 bags rine Table Salt for
tigating committee of the New York present
ed +o the council.
lic policy as applied to their con- unwilling to meet you on anything
IOC
toe bottles Tomato Catsup for
legislature is described as dramatic,
d'tions and requirements than any like reasonable terms, -what is the
20C
2-tb cans Grated Pinapple for
and it-was probably intended to have
Not the Only Good One.
visitor from abroad.
25C.
only course open for you? I should 2 pint bottles Vermont Maple Syrup
I invited MR. 'Dalrymple to advise say, undoubtedly, to start
that effect. Mr. Hamilton is someyour 3 toc bottles Pepper Sauce for
The Old Mutual Life is not
the with me in reference to the installa- municipal system on each line as the 3 roc cans Pure Fruit Jam
20C
what of a dramatic character.
He only 'reliable and. prompt company in tion and operation of a municipal franchi
ses expire."
3 lbs. 'Good Prunes for
20C
doesn't appear to have given the com- the United States, but it is the oldest, railroad, not because he was
a stud20C
3-1b.
cans
3
Pumpki
largest
n
for
and
strongest. Here is
mittee any very definite information,
because
BACK TO DU QUOIN
20C
3 Jars Prepared Mustard for
ample of the way this companan ex- ent of political science but
...... .• • ••• .•
y set- he was a practical manager of a
but be launched a tirade of abase tles
............... 20C
2 packages Macaroni or
its losses:
Spaghet
ti for
municipal railway plant who couid Alderman Chamblin Will Not Get 3 pkgs.
•••
against the trustees of the New York M.'/.\1\4; Quinn,
15C-5
Arbuckle's Coffee for
installation
advice
give
its
me
as
to
Away
Until
Week.
Next
3 boxes Searchlight Matches for ...
SOC:
,District Manager Mutual Life
Life insurance company, deserved
In- and operltion.
Alderman C. H. Chamblin yester- 5•5 bu. Northern Irish potatoe
I0c
surance Co. of N. Y.
perhaps, &kit still without particular
s for
•••••• •• •I• •
If the eitizens of Chicago had not day intended going back to DuQuo- Quart Sweet
Mix
35c
or
Plain
Pickles for....,.
Paducah, Ky.,
point and leading to no tangible realready passed upon the question of in, Ill., where he is constructing sev- Fancy
Dear Sir:—
Mixed Cakes per pound
20c
the advisability of munic;palizing the eral large buildings for parties there, 3 lbs.
sult or definite disclosure.
Good Prunes for
'Sc.
beg to acknowledge receipt
railway
of
street
this
and
s
city,
I
if
of
"Mr. Hamilton appears to have had Company's check for
but business detained him here until 3 3-lb cans Pumpkin
201'
$2025.00 pay- were looking for advice upon that
next week when he believes he can 3 jars Prepared Mustard for
the commendable desire to exculpate ment in full of polity No. 1,630,88
/O..*
7, policy, I might have invited the lord get way for that purpose
t••
.' It will 3 3-lb. cans Lye Hominy
20Z
the memory of the late friend, JOhn on life of Edward A. Martito face of provost of Glasgentv or some aldersome
,take
weeks
yet
the
for
him
3
comto
policy
bottles
204`..
being
Vermon
t
$2,000 and guaran- man of that city t6 visit Chicago). But
Maple Syrup ....
A. MkCall. but his statements at
plete his contracts.
teed dividend additions first year
3
3-1b.
cans
a0C
Apple's
the citizens of Chicago had tqready
Albany yesterday served only to $25 oo. This
3 3-1b. cans Early June Peas
policy was taken on disposed of that question by an over•• 25C
show that some of the trustees of September 15th. 1905.
For Sale.
3 bottles Worchester Sauce
20C
Proofs of whelming vote, and I simply desired
Loco loads of dry heating and cook 3 sans licauty branch
lie New York Life are equally as death were forwarded March 6th., advice
20c
ttys
Asparagus
from a railway. manager of a stove
.. .
wood $1.25 per two-horse load 3 cans Red Pitted Cherrie
culpable as was Mr. McCall. If Mr and the check bears date of March municipal plant as to how to install
54c
s
delivere
promptl
d
r3th:
y.
Tel.
442.
E.
3
E.
2-1b.
cans
Ferndell Asparagus
50c
and operate such a plant under public
Ifamilton was able to do Mr. M Call
.Bell Sone, 133o South Third street. 3 boxes French
..... ..•.....
Acce pt my thanks for your per- manairtanient.
05c
Sardines
a substantial service in this re
•••••••••
pect sonal attention, clai
and them.ne
3
cakes
prompt es
German 'Chocolate
not know the
35c
At
that
did
time
I
he should not have waited unt after of the Old Mutual Life in the
FOR &ALE.
3 carts Preserved Blackberries
2oc
set- name of the titanager of the Glasgow
All
my HOusehold and kitaten 3 packages
tlement of this
IficCall's death to give hi
system, brit I did know (rein report furnitur
Puffed Rice
35c
testie, at 123 North Sixth. In- 3 cans
,Your respectfully,
mony.'
25c
Mexican Chili Chicken Tamales
that the system there was success- '
shrewdly remai
in
ten raving the city.
Elizabeth Marti
3 cans Mexican Chili Pork and
25e
therefore.
fully crpetated. and
Beans
Dr. C. E. WHITISH/ES. 3 lb. Scotch.
25c
Greeni Peng
25e
1.44111k
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We have decided to discontinue the retail sale of Furniture in
Paducah, to devote our entire energies to our factc-L-y we will
close out our entire stocks at 114-116-207-213 South Third
street at COST. This is a bonafide sale of an immense stock of Furniture AT COST.
• It is going to be sold at once. The greatest opportunity ever offered Paducah housekeepers to furnisl- - . Everyerything marked in plain figures. Come early and avoid
nlshTerms c_ sale Cash.

The firandest Opportunity
Ever Offered!
TWO STORES---114-116 and 207-213 SOUTH
THIRD ST.
the

THE PADUCAH FURNITURE MAN3FACTURING COM' NY
11.11•011MilliOk

`4111010
,

he said • in the -elttanfime b ivoutd etating in. evidence, the fruit will not
111114,11041111141104101181111.41414/41041184141004141114141411.4111164101141411141104/1111111141104.
have to commit Mr. Feist to jail, but iLalize sufficient to pay for the packon the motion of the defense and the ages they are in.
concurrence of the state, the prison- "But of cabbage, radishes, tomai
e7 was allowed to remain in the cus- toes, cucumbers, lettuce, peas and
(Continued from neat Page.)
tody of Constable J. M. Allen until beans, we should be able this seatime for the trial.
son at least to get out sufficient to
putting dowit the wires, the streets
demonstrate the fact that, they can
Resume
of Case.
to go back in as good condition as
he grown and shipped from this secThe
Mangrum
case
has
murder
when found. The reason-the teleIs
phone yieople want their wires under been one of the greatest mysteries tion with such profit as will induce
the avefiue, between Fifth and Ninth, and puzzles the detectives here have great preparations for next season.
Mrs. "Sweet potatoes we raise in abunmrairv PEOPLE BELIEVE THAT A GOOD SHOE CAN BE SEis because arrangements are being had to deal with in years.
Mangrum
disappeared
from
CURED FOR $2.00, AND WE KNOW THEY ARE RIGHT,
the
city dance only we have not the right
snide to improve that thoroughfare
FOR
OUR LINE OF SHOES AT THAT PRICE IS VERY
with bitulithic, and they want the on the night of December 14, her variety. We grow mostly the SouthPOPULAR.
WE HAVE ALL STYLES AND ALL LEATHERS AND
wires down before the bitulithic is relatives and husband heard noth- ern Queen, which, according to our
EVERY
PAIR IS WARRANTED. YOU SEE WE KNOW
spread on the slurface. The tele- ing of her until her body was found taste is a fine potatoe, and is one
THE
SHOE
PROPOSITION FROM START TO FINISH, AND OUR
phone company will have to guar- floating in the waters of the Ohio. that takes in the southern markets.
YEARS OF
But
they
as
are
raised
EXPERIEN
in such abunCE ENABLES US TO CHOOSE SHOES WHICH ARE
antee to fill in the excavations in a She left here apparently to go on a
DEPENDABLE—WHICH WE CAN AFFORD TO GUARANT
satisfactory manner tbat will not in- visit to Chicago, but it is thought dance throughout the south we canEE
not expect to find a market for them
BETTER COME IN AND LOOK AT
terfere with the bitulithic people that she never reached that point.
THEM
TODAY.
YOUR
HEALTH DEMANDS GOOD SHOES THIS WEATIMR.
After learning that the body was in this section of the country except
when they come along with their
work.
found in the Ohio was the remains in those latitudes where the cold is
,Last Wednesday the board
her sister, hus- sufficient to freeze the mout. Northof cf Mrs. Mangrum
st
works ordered 'Hampton avenue im- band and brothers set to work to ern markets demand a different varproved by grading and graveling, and trace down the person who killed iety; they want the dry, mealy kind;
as ars. Henry Owen owns property her, for there Jas ample evidence and as the northern markets depend
!along that thoroughfare she protested that it was not suicide, but foul on the south and east to supply them
against the proposed improvement on play. How she met her death is a with this commodity, we can find a
account of the heavy cost that would conjecture, for a post-mortem exam- ready market for all of our sweet
fall upon her in paying for her share ination was held and no trace was potatoes if we but cultivate the right
Of the expenditure.
foend of poison at that time. Tit: variety. So we should turn our atcople owning property in Me- lungs were not filled with water, in- tention %tii the
variety of potato
' 4a csburg, agree to give enough dtcating
."..
1
that death was not tw wanted in the markets to which we
sIS'Oand to the city for a public alley- drowning. The head was almost expect to ship if we are
I
realize
s% sy to be opened from Meyers to scalped. Many
We
think that this was prices which are profitable.
Tarley stvet. provided the municipalshould put out several acres of Yeldone with a sharp instrument.
ity will ilivrove the passageway at
Jersey, so as to
When she left here she had about low or Yellow
public cost. The street committee
AT EXCEPTIONALLY LOW PRICES UNTIL MARCH
24.
currency and jewelry, thoroughly demonstrate to our neighti,500
in
SMITH AND SON SUED
and board of works rejected this
R
.1.
bors what we can do in the sweet
valued
at
about
the
same
amount.
long
Our
deferred
Book
is
Sale
now on. If you miss the good things
proposition, hut notified the people
potato line.
J. R. WELDON', OF PARIS,
we are offering you miss the chance of a lifetime to buy desirable
if they would dedicate the alley it No trace of this has ever been found,
"As to the cantaloupe we have the
to buy desirable books at cost and less.
would be ordered improved, but at although a reward was offered for
TENN.
soil t6 produce a quality rivaling
•
cost of the abuting property owners the return of any part of it, or some
BOOKS AT COST AND LESS.
We offer the finest assortment of
just Moe any'other alleyway is graded of her clothing which was found to thc "Gamotis Rocky-Ford District,"
a
and
we
should
put
out
sufficient to
tit missing.
Bibles and New Testaments in die
and graveled over the city.
Dainty little Gift Books, worth
Weeks after her disappearance was load cars daily, and adopt rules re- Referee Bagby Issued Note of DecThe street committee concurred in
25c, now
15c city, all at cut prices.
taxation of Dividend in Knight
was located by garding seed and cultivation as well
the board of works recommendation known her trunk
Popular
works
of
fiction,
worth
Case—Other Litigation.
COPYRIGHT BOOK&
that the new drain sewer be placed 1.ieut. Sidebottom in Chicago. It a soil. U we should produce canta50c, now
25c
from Third and Harrison streets, was brought back here and on being loupes of le poor quality sufficient to
"The Gambler," "Garden of AlLast, evening in the court of Leather back and corners, Li- f down underneath the earth, leading opened ft was found to be packed load ten caVe per day, we would not
lah," "House of Mirth," each Vate
brary
Edition,
Justice
Charles
worth
Emery,
realize
75c,
now
J.
from those ten cars of poor
R. Smith
'5c
to the edge of the river floo feet away just as Mrs. Mangum packed it be•
"The
Masquerader," "Millionaire
so there can be drained off the sur- fore leaving the city. Nothing was quality as much as we would from and Son's whbleskle grocery estab- Padded leather edition of the
Baby,"
each
hshment,
filed
one
Poets, worth $1.00, now
car of the best quality, so the
suit against J. R. Wel90c
face water collecting during hard found that would throw any light
50c
"Little Men," "Elsie Books,"
rainfalls at Third and Harrison, and on the mystery, however The of- importance of cultivation should not dim of Paris, Tenn., for $60 claima Gift Books in burnt leather bind"Mrs. Wiggs," each ......
also drain the pond of water which ficers who made the arrest and the be overlooked. We should select doe for 'groceries plintiff furnished
ings, were St.5o, now
9oc
90c
ql
defendant.
Defendant
thirty
was
growers
here
stands
the
yes"Memoris
year
round
who
in
hollow
the
of a Baby," "Last
have
bad
experiPresidential Cook Books, some• in center of the block surrounded by relatives of hee dead woman took ence in raising cantaloupes,
Word," each
and in- terday and suit filed against him so . -thing fine, worth 75c, now . .
up the case systematically and day
75c.
33c
Third, Harrison. Fourth, and Madi- by day have been working on it with sist that they obligate themselves to service could be gotten on him in
"Sir
Mortimer," "Rules
of
Woman's
Exchange
Cook
Book,
this
state.
son streets. The city engineer esti- a determination to .sift it to the bot- put out as much as two acres each
Kings," each
75C
worth $i.2, now
mates it will cost about Stkoo but tom.
57c "St. Elmo," "Confessions of a
ot the same variety, all to be planted
Webster's
permanent
improvemen
lasting
Dictionary,
be a
t,
full sheep,
Declare' Dividend.
as near the same time as possible,
Wife," each
indexed, worth $3,00, now ....Sz.65 "Gentleman from Indiana." .... 50c
forever in that vicinity.
Referee E. W. Bagby of the bankand who will obligate themselves to
50C
School Dictionary,
There is a vol.one of work before
give this crop all the cultivation nec- rupt court, yesterday issued an or- Webster's
"Prisoner of Zanda," "Rupert of
ei,000 wirds, worth $1, now . 45e
the board of works, now that spring
Henizea u," each
essary, and pool the entire acreage der, showing that March 26th, he
50c
is arriving and everything has to be
for shipping purposes. No matter would declare a dividend in the Rob- Teachers' Bibles, walrus binding,
"Geaustark," "Cattle
Craney
worth $1.35. now
prepared for the public improvements
Crow," each
$1.00
what the home market may be as ert L. Knight bankruptcy proceed45c
(Continued From First Page.)
to be made this year. The board has
"The One Women," "If / Were
to prices Wes, must all go for ship- tog, unless on that date there was Teachers' Bibles, self-pronouncheld six meetings during the past ten
ing, indexed and with all the
introduced' evening to prove the diviKir.g," each
ping purposes if necessary.
45c
days, while another special gathering
helps, concordance, etc., worth
Prices cut on all copyright book.
"Let us all put our shoulder to the dend should not be declared.
afternoon,
is to be held next Tuesday
about the results hoped for unless wheels nor
2.50, now
$1.4o and hundreds of titles to select front.
lag for anything, and it
at which time tlie joint street com- we act.
.. Lays Ten Days.
will be but a short time until the
Remember, no more books at the above prices after our present
mittee will assemble with them and
Trustees Arthur Y. Martin and
"In beginning this great work we results of our efforts will be apparstc k is sold out. Don't delay but come early to get
the combined bodies select what
Cecil Reed of the Dr. H. T. Hessig
your choice.
thoroughfares are to be improved by should first get in mind that the ent in prosperous and - flourishing bankruptcy
111111111We
cast, are now framing up
Prosperity in this line
re-construction old of the balance of goal to be gained cannot be reached conditions.
their
report
showing
they
last
Monwill
soon
create a demand for betabout $27,000 left of the street bond at a single bound. It will require
te,' roads, and in a few years, every day sold to Phillip Stephon the Hest iasue. It will tak- up, all of the great patience and deep thought,
and road ti the county, no matter how sig distillery in Mechanicsburg. The
3i Tuesday session to settle this point,
there
will
undertaking
be,
in
as
all
s little traveled will be graveled. So report will be lodged with Referee
4 while :he board of works then holds
Bagby just as soon as Stcphon fixes
its rtgular weekly gathering the fol- of worth, some "knockers," and they, who live in remote sections of
his bond that will guarantee the
up
the
county,
need
not
stand
back,
many
but
disappointments and drawlowing afternoon.
deferred
payments to be made by
backs. We must cast the "knocker" come join us. • We need their help.
Steplion
paying all he bid on the
in
With
improved
roads
it
will
aside and put on our thinking caps,
be an
get in harness, and all pull togeth- easy matter for them to deliver the distillery in buying it. The report
et, and so wt shall the quicker get ptoduets of their t%srms and truck- co being filed, then lays over ten
exceptions, if any creditors
out of the wrong into the right way; gardens in good condition for ship- days .for
desires
to
protest same.
ping.
working together in
harmony we
learn each other's failures and quick- "The business man of the city, fulBurtram Dismissed.
ly profit thereby. We should not l' realizes the vast importance pf
United States Commisisoner A.
wide awake farmers and
become discouraged by a first failure, having
Will bring pleasure td your
Armour Gardner has dismissed W.
but stick to the old adage and try truck-gardeners around, we evinced a
R. Burtrain of the charge of boothome
during the long winter
willingness
to
assist
in
every
way
again; for as certainly as two and
Not a drink, but a seasonebk preplegging out in Marshall county.
two make four we can succeed if we possible.
evenings. They are playing
aration especially adapted for congas*
Burtram
is
from
iBenton
was
but
ar(Continued From First Page.) . but exercise proper thought and en- "The Farmers' Institute will hold rested here in this city,by De_puty U.
and ikolds accompanied by fever as in
now at our store.
Come in
its next meetirig,_Wedoesday... March
ergy.
lirown.
The
eviLa Gripp, etc.
aist,
at
the
county court house at
and hear them. Then you'll
-"The ieason is far advanced, and
be was to obtain bail o rnot, it was while we cannot hope to do much g i ni:; at which time a large at- dence was, not strong enough to
Want one. Big selection of
Very Palatable.
his duty to hear such "evidence as the this year with but few of the various tendance is earnestly desired, and the show that Burtram had been handwhiskey
illicitly.
ling
defense brought forward, but it was products grown in this section which request is that those who have not
records.
500 and St Bottles.
clearly not the duty of the state to are profitable, we can lay the found• already become members of the inThis Charge Dismissed.
produce its witnesses to show that ation for a profitable yield next. We stitute Will join at this meeting."
Justice John J. Bleich has dismisthe edefendent was not entitled to can put to use the instructions givthe warrant taken out by Ernest
sed
bail. The attorneys for the defense en us by the gentleman from
NEW PRESIDENT.
the
Ozmont, charging patrolman Thad
made an effort to have the state's Agracultural Experiment School in
Terrell with striking him in the head
witnesses put on the stand to show selecting our seed
corn. We can Colonel Bud Dale Named as Presi- with a club. The complainant nor
whether the defendant was guilty or prepare for and put out our
berry
DRUG STORES.
any of his witnesses showed up, and
dent of the Beavers.
no.
crop for next season.
The berry
the matter was thrown out of court.
This was characterized by officers doubtless will prove
Last evening at the meeting of the Ozmont claimed the officer knocked
one of our most
& Jackson Sta. phone ar
and attorneys
for the state as a profitable commodities, provided we Beavers lodge in the
Elks' hall, on him in the head with a club because
& Clay Sts.. phooe 311.
move to make the prosecution dis- firit learn to select the proper vari- Nlorth
Fourth
street, Dr. C. E. Ozmont would not get off the officclose its evidence. Justice Caldwell etiek, and then,the art of
cultivation. Whitesides resigned as president, ac- er's beat when ordered to.
said that he would not hear evidence and of gathering and preparing for count
New Factory Now Ready
of his preparing to leave here
from day to day, as the defense ask- the market; the latter point
being for Cincinnati to'locate. The lodge
Clean work
loo girls wanted.
DENTIST.
Green Carnations.
ed, but woul dset the hour for he one of the most important connecte selected
Colonel Bud Dale to the
Merges
Apply
wages.
good
and
today.
Tr.pit
Office
Globe
over
carnation
Bank
green
Wear
a
and
defense to offer evidence. At first with the berry
business; for caries posit;.on of presiding officer.
thaler-Horton Basket Co.
Brunson has them, at 423 Broadway.
Co., 306 Broadway,
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Warren & Warren
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We have any style you
want, or will make
It for you.

RETAIL DEPARTMENT

.Paducah Saddlery'Company
Inco?oiated.

Corner Fourtli.tuld Jeffeion Streets.77jaducah, Ky.

Buggies
$30.00 to $150,00]
Each ,
We have any style you
want, or will make "
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PRINTING 1

WILLIAMS MUST ANSWER TO
GRAND JURY FOR CUTTING
OTHER.

THAT PLEASES
Elijah Renfro

Phones:

Waived

Examination

and Goes to Grand Jury for
Ste_ling Watch.

NEW-

4 20

Yesterday in the police court Thad
Williams, the small boy, was held to
the circuit col rt grand jury in Sioo
bond on the charge of mayhem, he
_
having cut pat: of the nose of Herman Grief off during a school boy
tight. The acci.sed is 'the son of the
barber, while the Grief boy is the
son
of Mir. Frank Grief, of the Lack
tl1==========S
Singletree corw.lny,
colored, wao held to
Elijah Ruth
":oo bond for stealthe grand jury
. a Sikeston, Mo.,
ing a watch
passenger. aboard the Dick Fowler,
one night last week. The ticker was
fcund on the person of Renfro, who
svas caught on tit," return here of
the boat from Cairo. The owner oi
the watch telephoned from Cairo as
to the theft, but has never yet come
back to claim his watch or prosecute Renfro, who waived examination yesterday morning.
Frank Levan, white, was fined S40
•
and sent to jail for ten days for carconcealed weapons. He is the
-!. Iran who tried to shoot Officer
out at the Union
'II Hurley
OLD-

202-R.

MOURNING IN

JAPAN.

THE LAKE OF SACRIFICE.

Is Done in Private and Not Paraded Louisiana Body of Water About
Which There Is an Indian
Before the Eyes of the
Legend.
Public. .
In Japan people who have suffered
a bereavement not only do not put on
mourning, but after the blow has
fallen they make their next appear.
mace with a smile upon their faces,
as if nothing had happened. Accord
lug to Lafcadio Hearn, this is not
in the smallest sense an evidence of
Indifference. The Japanese, he die
dares, suffer as keenly from a bereavement as any other people. The
purpose of the practice is wholly to
spare the feelings of other people.
To betray feelings of sorrow is to afflict those about us. The mien or
garb of grief afflicts, therefore it is
Impossible for • courteous persoebto
wear it. Bo reason the Japanese. In
order that no thought of pain shall
peas from the sufferer to his neighbor,
the sufferer wears the aspect of contentment, even though his heart is
breaking.
Our own practice is quite the reverie. It considers the suffers, not
his friends. In order that not only
may all know that he is in sorrow,
but that some drop of that sorrow
may pass from him to those about him,
the bereaved person wears black. The
direct purpose of wearing mourning
is not, we may be assured, to tusks
an ostentation of grief, as some opportents of the practice have thoughtlessly assumed. It is rather to spare
the bereaved from the chance re
marks of those who are ignorant of
his affliction. It is worn that they
.11911i1 know, sad avoid questions or
blundering observations that may
Wound him. But even in this worthier
ken. we believe, truer view of the
PerPas of mourning emblems, the
person whose comfort is considered is
the enterer. The many are called
upon to share in his woe to some extent. The emblem is the token of their
eollipasalott, not the embezzlement of
Ws grief.

Lake Ca-ta-cu-la, the sacred lake of
the Indians, lies ensconced, as it were,
in the deep solitude of the forest
which skirts the Attakapas prairie on
the east side of, the Tech* at about
nine miles from the town of St. Martinville, The beauty of its scenery
and its picturesque landscapes have
probably no equal In the state, SLY.
the New Orleans States. Its waters
have the transparency of crystal, and
Its depth averages from 110 to 100
feet.
The word Ca-ta-ou-la means the lake
if sacrifice. The following legend, as
dramatic and tragical as the Biblical
narrative of the death of Jephthab's
daughter, gives us the origin of that
name.

JAPANESE WOMEN'S CODE.

3.0. MILLEN
J. K. HENDRICK.
WM. MARBLE.

Teachings Which Have Become Part
of the Practice in Xvery
Household.

Hendrick, Miller
and Marble.

The work of the Countess ()yams
LAWYERS
and other Japanese women in organizing the hospital service of Tokio and
i, 2 and 3 Register Build.
Rooms
the various societies for aiding the
ing. 523 1-2 Broadway.
Japanese army is distinguished for its
Practice in all the courts et the
splendid spirit and its modern methAnyone who has watched and state. Both Owosso p.
od.
admired it, says Youth's Companion,
will take up with amused wonder•recent book—the translation of the precepts of a Japanese sage, which for
generations have been the foundation
BUILDING.
BROOKHILL
of feminine training In Japan.
TELEPHONE NO. 444
The book itself Is not now much
A
used, but its teachings have become a
part of the practice of every Japanese
nousehold.
"The worst infirmities that afflict
Architect and Superintendent.
the female," says the sage, Kalbare
Ekken, "are indocility, slander, teal.
atm Fraternity Building,
ouay and *Alines& .These infirmities
Old Phone 4911 Red; New Phone ye.
are found in seven or eight out cd
every ten women, and from them arise Paducah,
Kastudcy.
the inferiority of women to men."
He boldly puts the doctrine of the
wife's obedience on an impregnable DR. ROBT.J. RIVERS
too NORTH FIFTH STREET
ground. "Such is the stupidity of
woman's character," he says, "that it
Both Phones 333
Is Incumbent on her in every particOffice boors $ to to a. tn..
to 3
ular to distrust herself and obey her
p. m. and 7 to 9 p. ea.
husband."
The system of rewards and punishment for women extends over this life
and tbe life to come, and maintains an
ingenious balance. "A woman must
look on her husband." says Kaltara.
IS A GENERAL TONIC.
"as If he were heaven Itself, and never
A CERTAIN CHILL CURE.
weary of thinking how she may yield
A PURE BLOOD REMEDY,
to her husband, and Um amps celestial castigation."
WILL CURE NERVOUS TROUKalhara disapproves for woman in- BLES AND WILL
RESTORE THE
dulgeace in the pleasures of the theater, of music, of wise, sad eves of WEAK AND SICKLY TO PEE
tea. Curiously enough, be would not PICT HEALTH.
have her very religions, and this for
FOR SALE AT ALL DRUG
a reason which no Christian would be
STORE&
Likely to guess--a kind of oonjegal
jealousy of heaves! 'The wife," he
R. T. LIGHTFOOT.
says, "must not enter into an irrever
sat familiarity with the gods."
This is • bight, oriental view of
—LAWYER—
woman's place In the scheme of things.
Yet no one who knows the beet Japanese woman can doubt that, whether WM pectic* in all courts of Kau
because of Kali:ars:a teaching, or In
tncky.
spite of it, they are a lovely type of
gracious, gestic
vigorous, loyal,
achieving womanhood.
They may
DR. W. C. EUBANKS.
have been slaves in the past. but they
were always charming slaves.
Now
(Homeopathist.)
that new Japan is setting them free.
their liberty has not destroyed theii Office. 3o6 Broadway—Phone ass
charm, but enhanced it
Residence, $19 Broadway.

Pe,

DR. R. t. HEARNE
0.D. Schmidt

The Tetimetchec Indians, being
threatened with dire calamity, the nature of which we know not, their
prayermen consulted their oracles, and
were informed that to propitiate the
great Manitou and to avert the calamly a fair maiden of the tribe was to
a'
be sacrificed to the cruel god and her
soul drowned In the placid waters of
Lake Ca-ta-onla.
The beautiful At-ta-la, the fair
daughter of the chief, offered herself
as a willing victim to propitiate the
Great Spirit
Dressed in all the finery and picturesqueness of apparel of an Indian
princes, she repaired to the lake is
whose waters she was to end a watery
grave, followed by the weeping maidens sad the stern warriors of the
tribe.
She glided in her Meld canoe on the
waters of the lake until she had
reached the middle of the stream,and
4 du:ot.
with her eyes upraised and hands at$t
fined
vkas
Junes
man named
tended toward the heavenly mansion
1 and costs for being drunk.
of the groat Illanitoti, she offered him
her youth and her life blood as a
sacrifice to propitiate hiss and to
avert the calamity that threatened her
people.
With radiant smile she then turned
SITUATION.
PANAMA
THE
toward the shore of the lake where
Wreedom from Ordinary Limitations knelt the weeping maidens. She waved
her hand gently to them, bidding them
of the American Govan eternal adieu, and plunged into its
ernment.
eaters, to be seen no more.
Supersititous persons assert that
the
for
hope,
us
let
and,
third,
the
For
I
TALK OF MISS TEMPLE.
bast time, a study of the Panania situa- (Ten to this day in times of great
tion has begun. The conditions con- calamity and misfortune, when the
fronting the United States government moon spans the sky and shines serene
Colonel Jonhn J. Dorian Could Not differ radically, however, from those ,n the high heavens, streaking with
which confronted the French companies, silvery fringe the gentle ripples of
Make Talk to Scholars on St.
or that would confront any private com- the lake, a shadowy form is seen mid•
that can be organised. For the .ng on ita waters in a light canoe, with
pany
Fiume
Patrick.
KNEW WHAT HE WANTED.
outlay made by the American govern- hands extended heavenward, and they
will
a
uttering
ment actual property or a full equivalent say that all at once,
In work has been obtained, and no un- end unearthly shriek, the shadowy And It Wasn't Anything in the
C.ecil Wad
1, C. Flournoy
Beading Line, But SomeThe entertainment last evening at asesmary capital of wasted money form plunges headlong into the waters
West
school auditorium on
high
weighs down the enterprise. By tbe ces- and disappears. while the terror-strick
thing to Bat
Broadway was very interesting as sion to the American government by the n denizens of the forest answer the
With a bunch of Ottawa people se•,2
the pictures and remarks of Miss Sue new Republic of Panama of a strip of shrieks with howls aad lugubrious boottook
in the Moltke state fair the
to
Meta
from
wide
miles
stereotiten
territory
a
on
Mos.
everyone
took
Temple
•
From that time Lake Ca-ta-on-la be other day were a slatting missionary
can trip through Japan and it proved ocean, to perpetuity, all question of.
Roans Ea, ti and is. Columbia llids
an
old
and
Indian',
removed;
who
the
gentleman
permanestly
of
is
was
very
life
lake
concession
sacred
the
came
and
enlightment
much
of
111======ffilig a source
as the American and every year they repaired to this deaf, and who had never seen a VI
PADUCAH. KT.
pleasure as she explained the habits, and, !Wally, Isamu*
will not have to ossallder a spot to propitiate the great Manitou of fare used in a hotel, relatcs the
government
peoOriental
those
12=======titt
and costumes of
canal from the point of view of rsteralas with their offerings and macrifiet. into Kansas City Journal.
ple and exhibited views of the reThe preacher took occasion to dislarge profit on an Investment, and as its crystalline waters they plunged
a
makwhile
took
spective scenes she
can obtata the messier/ hada of an themselves to get cleansed of their tribute a variety of religious tracts
It
ing her journey through that foreign Interest charge certainly one-half of
moral and physical impurities; into Its through the coaches, and the old gen
land. Quite a large crowd was pres- what would have to be paid by•private
waters they dipped their amu- tiernan, Wag unable to take part in Office with Drs. Rivers & Rivers. ass
sacred
ent, and, the money derived from organisation, it is obvious that plans can
arrows to avert approaching the conversation, acquired a collection
and
lets
same goes to the high schol club be considered that will involve a muck calamities and to protect themselvee of the literature and assiduousl)
Mort hFifth, Both Phone 395.
fund for the library.
larger capital investment, sad that will against the devices of the evil spirit penned it throughout the trip.
He
Monthly Gathering.
require more time for completion. In He who eould not make this yearly was fairly well sated with religious 1Residencs too Clay, Old Phone tip
The teachers of the public schools short, the American government is free ellgrimage felt deepondent and un- lore on arriving at his destination.
held their monthly literary session from ordinary limitations. Therefore happy, and his InaftElay to follow the
The first care of the hungry exclir
yesterday afternoon and contitfised the question before the government and others in the sigh* journey boded sionista on reaching the capital city
was to secure dinner, and they re
their study of McMtirry's method of Its advisers is: What is the best type him no good
'recitation. There are only two more of canal to construct, and how should it
If while performing his immersion paired 10 a body to one of the princi
ot these gatherings to be held by the be constructed?
In the lake one abbilid happen to pal hotels. The old gentleman was
one
the
and
April
e rown his memory was execrated,and cbviouely out of his class. It was evi- St. Louis and Tenneseee Rives Nabteachers, that for
HAD NO PREJUDICE.
his death was eousidered the Juda- dent that be was a little bewildered et company—the cheapest end Mat
for May. The schools close in June
these
of the great Steelton as an atone- by the unfamiliar usages of a modern excursion out of Paduceb.
for
taent
the usual date
before
Talesman elbows Very Clearly His ment for the crimes committed by hotel, but he made his way with the
monthly sessions.
lack of Peeling Against
others through the fair-time press and
him.
Indians.
The lake is still called Cl-tk-4213-1A. secured •seat at one of the tables.
Did Not Speak.
He appeared to be surprised as hi
the lake of Bassinet, but the great
Colonel John .1.
1 Dorian, the genial
In A northern California town • sup- Mantic% like We Indian worshipers, seated himself.
"Pears like we're
city treasurer, did not get to address posed murder has been committed, ye.
past.
no vials on the
early—there
ain't
too
the
of
thing
a
now
is
yesterday
children
the high school
Isles lAppinoott's Magazine.
table," he remarked to a companion
morning at Washington building on
The half-breed wife of an Indian
As he didn't hear the reply it is unTrost Makes Pat Turkeys.
West Broadway on the subject of St. had died, as the husband said, from
makes fat turkeys," necessary to repeat it here.
weather
"Cold
Patrick. account he being detained natural causes, and was buried with
It is a trip of cleavers. e•rofore
"Order, sir," perfunctorily jerked at,
said the poulterer.
attending the funeral of Mr. Phillip out the usual formalities being first
and rest; good setvic! j
table,
waiter,
"Why"
pausing
behinJ
overworked
Ashoff, deceased member of the complied with. After a lapse of two
"Because in a warm fall the ground him and submitting the printed menu goctl rooms, etc. Boats
-e each
order.
secret
treasurer's
weeks the body was disinterred by the keeps soft, the vegetation lingers on His voice was inaudible to the man
authorities, at the Instance of a par- and the fields are full of worms and with the auricular handicap, who con Wednesday and Saturday
p. m.
!incursion—St. Louis,
ticular enemy of the accused, and hugs. What's the result? The result temptuously waved the paper aside.
For other information apply to pia
run
will
R.
The Illinois Central R.
:nark' of violence, as the informer Is that the turkeys, from sunrise till
Puzzled, the knight of the tray Koger, superintendent; Frank 114
a special excursion to Sa. Louis, tear awed. were found upon the do- dark, tramp the tempting fields on long passed on, and shortly had an appe Brown, agent
in.,
ing Paduca'h Union depot at 8 a.
forages, eating the worms and bugs. Czing array of viands spread on both
The prosecuting attorney was exam- which thin them, and walking all the,r flanks and opposite to our friend si
March 22nd., via Cairo, fare for the
round trip $3.00. Tickets will be ining the talesman to ascertain if any soft and fine flesh into tough, striugy unfortunately ignorant of the con yen
BE WIRE AND G:"..T A GOOD good returning for 3 days on regular at them were prejudiced against Indi- muscle.
bons.
__"A___oold fall, with early frosts and
To.the sensation of hunger WM aL111trains— _..blo_baggage_ seta.bt_Cheek!!.d
—DENTIST—
Talmmaii-fiflor vs. upon the stand snows, freezes the ground and 11111 ed a growing measure of wrath as the
.--rm----vrffirr"-' on these tickets, nor will they be
ENT ORES Wif
J. T. undergoing a rather stiff cross-exam- the bugs. Then the turkeys are not cid man noted the astonishing fact
honored on sleeping cars.
REPAIR Donovan, agent, Paducah, Ky. G. C. ination.
tempted to wander. They loaf in the that everybody In the room but him
FINEST KINDS OF
True)-.art
do you or your reru- farmyard, gorge an abundance of self. appeared to be supplied with food
Indian
an
"Did
Warfield. T. A., Union drot.
n/ any harm at any timer asked the grain, and put on flesh like a middle- He began to glare, and, his conditiot
prosecutor.
aged woman' at a seashore hotel.
One-Way Colonists.
OUR CHARGES ARE ALWAY3
Icing suddenly discovered by the head
"No," replied Taylor.
"But in a warm fall. hunting the ir- waiter, '*mat functionary struck thr
One the same date, one-way sec15
do
their
turkeys
"Did you or any of your family ever resistible bug, the
Eag of dignity and hastened to perCOMPLETE LINE OF ,BEAUTf• ond. clags tickets will be sold at rebecome athsiuced rates to similar territory, and have dealings or trouble with an lb- or 20 miles regularly, and
sonally attend to the neglected guest.
OFFICV
SO NORTH
PIFTM
letes. For athletic turkeys there is no
to Montana, Utah, Washington and dianr
"Your order, sir!"
"No," replied Taylor, "except that public demand."
'And again a bill of fare was thrust
Oregon; also to San Francisco, Los
TELEPHONES
my wife's mother was killed by an
before the exasperated old gentleman. Residence 2p4
Angeles and San Diego, Cal., and to
Office su
Lawyer.
The
Indian."
The latter grasped it and tore it up.
Prescott and Phoenix, Aria.
that takes an
is
it
who
guess
Now,
Then he roared:
Foe further information apply to,
Good Advice.
oath "whereby he invokes God's help
"Blast your infernal tract! I don't
I. T. DONOVAN,
Magistrate-43o you want to get a that he may do no falsehood nor conKy.
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